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KeF

AND KrF

KINETICS

The near completion of a tast-pulsed. electron-beam-driven kinetics
experiment was reported in March.

Since then final assembly of the

experimental apparatus and several experiments have been completed.

The

purpose of these studies was to measure rate constants that are critical
to the performance of the XeF and KrF excimer laser svstetr.s.
XeF

Quenching
The first experiments were directed toward measurement of the r.nes

of quenching of the XeFi.B'i state by gases commonlv used in e-beam and
discharge pumped XeF lasers.

These rates are important in accessing

the possibility of scaling the volume and power output of XeF to larger
systems.
The experimental svstem used to measure XeF quenchmj tans is
show in Fig. A.

ArCl* radiation at 175 nm was produced by irradiating

Ar/Cl„ mixtures with a 600 keV electron beam from a Febetron "06.

The

175 nm ArCl photons penetrated ■ Suprasil absorption tube containing
XeF., and the quenching gas.

The XeF: was photodissocu-ited bv the 175 nm

radiation creating XeF^ state molecules.

The subsequent radiative

decav of these molecules was monitored as a function of the pressure of
the quenching gas.
Data analvsis was accomplished by monitoring the 351 nm XeF
Note

Maiuiscnpt submiued Fohnuuv 87, It"«.

m

mmmam

fluorescence decav waveforms with a 351 nm bandpass fllce- and an 3-5
photodtode.

These waveforms were recorded by a fast osci. Uoscope.

digitized, and plotted on a semi-log scale.

From these plots exponen-

tial decav times were measured.
Tvpical data are shown in Figs. B and C wher
v

,

the decav constant,

is plotted as a function of Xe and RTj pressure, respectively.

squares fitting of the data points is denoted bv the solid line.

Least
Linear

and quadratic coefficients for the least squares fitting yield the XeF
two and three bodv quenching rates, respectlvelv.
summarize the experimental results.

Tables 1 - 111

The value of the XeFvB - JO radia-

tive lifetime Is In agreement with previous work in dissociating XeF2
either with direct electron beam pumping or photodlssoclatlon with an
ArF laser.
Table 11 summarizes the quenching rates of XeF (1) by Ne and Ar.
This is the first measurement of the Ne Quenching rate.
because Champagne and Harris

It Is Important

recentlv have shown that Ne is superior

to Ar as a diluent in e-beam pumped XeF laser mixtures.
Flnallv, Table til presents the results for quenching by He, Xe,
NF

and F.,.

The NF

and F„ rates are in good agreement with those

reported bv Setser," but the strong three bodv quenching of XeF
has not been previously observed.
the Xe^F

bv Xe

It seems to support the existence of

trlmer.

The accompanying manuscripts, soon to be published In Optics Letters
and

the Journal of Chemical Phvsics, discuss more fullv the experimental

technique and the interpretation of the data.
KrF

Quenching

2

I

Similar experiments L« which KrF, Is photolv-.ed caa fi%U UftttMt
.nd quenching rttti fO. M.

Uti\ recentlv. ehe one obstacle to these

experiments Mi svnthesls of the KrF,.

We have successtullv generated

sufficient quantities of KrF, that lifetime and quenching experiments It«
in progress.

Figures D and | present the data obtained for quenching of

R»p'(l) bv Rtfj ^d Xe. respectivelv.

The zero pressure intercept of

Flg.D defines the KrF(B-0 radiative lifetime of 6.9 ns.

Flnallv. the

slopes of the lines shovn in Flg.O andE vleld the following rates:
v
KrF

\^ +

RrFA

■» products;

-10
^ - l.n-10

3
-I
cm -sec

(I)

,-9
3
-1
RtF (1) + Xf> "* Products: K, - -+.3'10
cm -sec.
KrF",pN

»

V..F

(I)

{JQ Fn.>rfl,v Transfer

The verv large rate given in the last section for the rate of
quenching of KrF^^ bv xenon raises the question:
Of reaction (2)1

what are the products

A rate of that magnitude suggests an efficient colli-

slonal mecahnlsm.
Prellmlnarv experiments have been conducted to studv the products
of reaction (2).

Tn these studies, spontaneous emission spectra of

Ar Kr F, mixtures (*tf User eompO.UtOlO were recorded with and without
xenon doping.

Figure F gives the results.

The top trace corresponds to

, gas mixture of 2000 torr Ar 100 Kr 3 torr F, and the prominent features
are the B^X and C-A bands of KrF centered at V* and i70 nm. respectivelv
Spectrum (b) represents the addition of L_tort_Xe to mixture (.) and the
appearance of the UfW) and C-X (260 m) bands is evident.
addition of 20 torr Xe .spectrum (e» M ehe KrF mixture,
band clearlv dominates the spectrum.

the XeF 351 m

Also the strength of the XeF.C^

band in these high pressure e-beam pumped mixtures is unusual,

3

With the

The rapid growth of the XeF tluoresceace with the addition of such
t-hat- MFd.GJ
VAVII O states are the primarv prolow Xe concentrations suggesth that
states
ducts of reaction (t>.

That is:

Rtf (1) + Xe -• XeF (1) ♦ Rt.
BV integrating the KrF^' and t*

spectra of Figure F, the branching

ratio for the formation of **'(») from reaction (t) is estimated to be
~ 0.9.
as

The significance of this result is the possibility of using ^

an alternative pumping scheme for the XeF.

Alternative, since the ^

present method of forming XeF* relies on a 2-bodv collision between XeM
and F, or NF3 or Xe+ - F" ion-ion recombination.

The large amounts of

xenon'currentlv used in XeF laser svstem limits the efficiencv to < Ä,
probablv due to Xe,+ absorption.
m

The KrF laser on the other hand is

n efficient and^so using fxAl) as a precursor to Jta'd) **J P-ve

to be an efficient wav of producing XeF B state molecules.

In preliminarv

experiments using the 50 ns gun. strong XeF lasing occurred when Just I
torr xenon was added to a KrF laser mixture and lasing on KrF or both
XeF and KrF simultaneouslv could be obtained bv simplv varving the Xe
partial pressure.
v T7

-,»• wrP

in the presence of a back-

„Ä, ,nd C. rare g»,., have b8en da^mi.ed.

Also, Che rat. of crater

»i energv from Kirf" M XeF* has been shown to be large.
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Partial schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used
to measure the rates of quenching of XeF and KrF by various
gases.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF Xer(B) RADIATIVE LIFETIMES
VALUE, (ns)

REFERENCE

5,0
16.5
18.8 1.3
13.5 - 1
0.20
14.25

10
4
11
This Work

mm

m

....

- \

TABLE II

XeF*{B) QUENCHING BY Ne, Ar AND XeF2
QUENCHER
Ne

RATE CONSTANT" | REFERENCE
(7.68
_

1.6) • IP'1*

This Work

r

14
9
This Work

T3

(iT4)' lF ~

(2.88 t 0.5) • 10
(4.92 .t 1.56) • 10
2 Ar
(Three body process)
XeF2

'

ll1

""

1

(1.5 t. 0.5) ■ 10 &'
32
(7.23 i 2.30) 10

14
This Work^

3.5 • 10 ,0n
1.97 • 10 10
(2.56 t 0.32) 10

4
11
This Work

a. units; cmJ sec '
b. units: cm6 sec '

HIHI

12

10

L

TABLE III

XeF*(B) COLLISIONAL QUENCHING RATES
QUENCHER
He
Xe
2Xe
(Three body process)
NF3
F2

RATE CONSTANT4
(4.07- 1.46) • 10 ,3
(3.9 t 0.8) • 10 u
(3.27- 0.74) • 10-11
29B

(2.36 i 0.53)

10

(2.0±0.1)
(2.80 .t 0.15)
(3.36- 0.3)
(3.80 t 0.13)

• 10 »1
• 10 "
• 10 iö
• 10 10

a. units: cm3 sue '
b. units: cm* sec '
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REFERENCE
This Work
7
This Work
This Work
7
This Work
7
This Work
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w
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Fig. E.
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Decay constant, ^ versus Xe pressure.
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^

220

260

300

340

J
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X .(nm)
Fie. F.

Electron beam pumped 2000 torr Ar/100 trorr Rr/3 COW F., mixture.
for various Xe additive pressures: (^ no xenon added, CO) l
torr Xe and (a) 20 torr Ke.
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COLLISIONAL DEACTIVATION STUDIES
OF THE Kef (^ STATE BY He, Xe, NF

AND F-

J. G. Eden and R. W. Waynant

Submitted to J. Chem. Phvs.

Measurements of the rates of quenching of XeF (B) by He, Xe,
NF3 and F0 are reported in this paper.

Photolyzing XeF

in the

presence of the desired diluent gas resulted in the single-step, colli
sionless formation of XeF (1), allowing exponential decay studies of the
B state population to be made.
0

- 9

measured for xenon (,~ 2.4*10 *"

The large three body quenching rate

6

cm -sec

-1

) suggests the existence of

V

the trimer Xe2F .

Also, for a given pressure, NF. quenches XtF(B) -

13 times slower than does F«.

14

i

i

I.

Introduceion
Since Che discovery of the XeF excimer las^r in early 1975,

1

tre-

mendous progress in the improvement of its output power and electrical
o 3
efficiency has been realized."'

Still, the lack of knowledge of critical

kinetic rate constants has impeded efforts to obtain the highest efficiencies expected for this svstem.
Recentlv, however, the measurement of kev XeF yft) optical and collisional rates has accelerated.

Eden and Searles

utilized electron impact

dissociative excitation of XeF-, to determine the B-*X band lifetime as
16.5 H 5.0 ns.

Subsequently, Ewing' refined the experimental technique

using a low intensity, repetitivelv pulsed electron beam and deduced a
spontaneous lifetime of 13.5 ± I ns.

3y pumping in the red wing of the

XeF.., VUV absorption spectrum using an ArF laser, Burnham and Harris
were able to photolytically populate the XeF^B^ state.

Monitoring the

radiative decay of the excited state manifold, they measured a radiative
lifetime of 19.S + 1.3 ns.

To measure the quenching of XeF i,B> by vari7

ous gases, Brashears,

Setser and DesMarteau'

the steady stare with VUV radiation.

^BSCO photolyzed XeF., in

Using a different approach, Rokni

and co-workers0 employed a kinetic analysis of the XeF

emission from

e-beara excited Ar/'Xe/F.., g^s mixtures.
Previous experimental measurements of the radiative lifetime or
deactivation rates for XeF were forced to rely upon excitation pulses
(optical or electron'» longer than xenon fluoride's radiative lifetime.
ft

In this paper, photolytic production of XeF (B'l by irradiating XeF.,
and diluent gas mixtures with a 5 ns FWHM pulse of incoherent ArCl
(VB-»X:175 tm) radiation has been used to measure the rates of quenching
15

of the lWrW(B) state by He. Xe, BT3 and F.,.
the quenching rates for Ne, Ar and XeF,,

With this same technique,

and the radiative Ufetime of

the Rrfd^K) band have alreadv been reported.'

The use of narrow photo-

ivzing pulses permits the accurate measurement of these collisional rates
bv simplv monitoring th. time evolution of the 350 nm KtFd^) emission
as a function of the desired diluent pressure,

Also, several of these

rates have not been reported before and are important for numerical
modeling studies of the KeF laser.

The experimental apparatus used in

this investigation is described in detail in Section 11.

Section HI

presents the theorv and data analvsis while Section IV discusses and
evaluates the experimental results.

Finallv. Section V presents the

conclusions of this study.
II.

Experimental Apparatus
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used in this

studv is •*** in Fig.

I.

A 000 keV. 3 ns FVHM beam of electrons from

a Febetron 706 generator penetrated a Teflon coated. 25

m thick titan.um

foil and excited a high pressure Ar/Cl, gas mixture contained in I cylindrical stainless steel cell.

The ArCl* .175 nnO optical excitation

pulse created bv the beam had a ~ 5 ns FWHM and was characterized bv a
decav time of - 2.5 ns.

Mounted transverse to the electron beam was a

UY grade .SuprasiH quartz reaction cell where the photolvtic pumping and
collisional quenching of *•?*<*) occurred.

The resultant 350 nm radia-

tion was monitored bv a bandpass filter ^ f 348 t», A X - I.* -0 and
a fast 3-5 photodiode (ITT F401S>.
monochromator

A one meter Minuteman spectrograph

equipped with Polarovd film was also available.

The spec-

trograph resolution was - 0.1 nm and the photographic negatives were

16

scanned bv a Jovce-Loebl microdensicometar.

Wavelength calibration was

accomplished using a Eg lamp.
A Faradav cup or solar blind photodiode and 171.5 nm bandpass
filter were used interchangeablv at the end of the At/Glj cell to
studv the electron gun current or the ArCl ^ state spontaneous
emission, respectively
a

To record the XeF^X. fluorescence waveforms.

Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope, triggered bv a capacitive voltage divider

on the Febetron, was used.

i ,- . -,f t-hp a<»cllloscope traces was facll'
Analvsis ot the osciuosc p

itated bv a digitizer and a CDC 3800 computer.

Recently, a Tektronix

7912 transient digitizer and an on-line mini-computer have provided
considerably faster data acquisition and analysis.
Both the Ar/Cl2 and quartz reaction cells were evacuated to p *
Kf5 torr by an oiWiffusion pump and were thoroughlv outgassed.

The

helium and xenon used in these experiments were research grade and the
l2 were of technical grade purity.
F0, NF- and C.,
without

further purification.

All gases were used

To insure repeatabilitv of the data, it

was found necessarv to thoroughlv passivate the At/Cl, cell bv allowing
20-50 torr of pure Cl. to stand in the cell for one-half hour before
experiments could be performed.
(p

G.« fixtures of 99.5% Ar/0.5% Cl.

- 2050
„.- aomitted to the cell and the mixture was used
tww torr')
tult, were

JTa hours before replacement became necessarv.

The XeF. (obtained

from PCR, Inc.> was degassed using a drv ice cooled reservoir under
continuous pumping.
ft.

quanchtng

d8ta wer. .0,»1.«> .<- >***«* '» ^ ^<Mi'* ^■

Roughly 0.3 6«. Mf, i«« «». desired pressure ot b.ckgrouud gas were
admitted

M

Che Suprlsil cell

Afrer firlug the electron be,™, the 350 „n,
17

fluorescence waveforms were photographed on the oscilloscope, digifized
and plotted on a semilog scale by a computer.

These plots were observed

to be linear over several e-foldings and their exponential decay constants
were then plotted as a function of the diluent gas pressure.
of this procedure,

As a result

the primary experimental errors are statistical and

arose from noise on the oscilloscope traces and manual errors incurred
during the digitizing process.
III.
A.

Theory and Tvpical Data
VUV Photolysis of XeF?
The absorption spectrum of XeF., in the vacuum ultraviolet has been

reported by Jortner et al.

A strong absorption band peaked at " ~ 158

nm corresponds to the allowed transition 10 a

g

-* 7 a ■
u

of this continuum is expected to be dissociative
+ F levels as product channels.

'

The upper state
with the XeFlB,^

The threshold wavelength for photo-

1(1

dissociative production of XeF iBI is 202 nm.
energy of XeF? is •" 2.6 eV

L2

That is, the dissociation

/

and the XeFiB,v »O^i state lies - 3.53 eV

above the XeF(X,v »O') + F dissociation limit.

13

Several VUV fluorescence sources were tried in an effort to efficiently photolyze XeF,,.

The Xti0

excimer radiation at 172 nm

was

observed to produce strong XeFiB-^X") 350 nm fluorescence, but the 172
radiation decayed slowly due to colltsional coupling between the Xe..,
(1

u

and 0 ) states.
u

Rare «as-halide emission has been shown previously

to be useful as an incoherent pump tor various applications,

but tor

these experiments, ArFCB^X"» emission at 193 nm gave extremely weak XeF
fluorescence.0 Fortunately, the photolytic yi<»ld of XeF(B) using AtCl(B-»X>
fluorescence as a pump is high.

18
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Aside from ehe high fluorescence vie'.d of XeFCB), Che ArCl band
17-1°
at 175 nm

is an attractive source for other reasons,

First

as

discussed in the Appendix, e-beam excited Ar Cl , utixtures produce Cl*
^p^» and Clj ^E^ exicted species as well as (MfCl (B>,

Although the Cl"

(Ap) atoms radiate in the VIT ^135 ^ \ C U9 ntrO . this is well below the
cutoff wavelength for Suprasil quartz.
parent to the 238 IBB E->B band of Cl,.

Also,

the XeF, vapor is trans-

Therefore, onlv the ArCl*fl^t)

radiation is transmitted into the quartz cell and interacts with the
XeF,,, creating XeFvB'i :
XeF„ + h\

(173 RB) -» XeF., (10 ,
i

-* 7 c ) -* XäF\B> +
U

F

(I)

The pumping process represented bv (1) is depicted in Fig. 2.
Secondlv. the ArCl photon energy of roughlv 7,1 eV is insufficient
to excite the XeF.n'»
---- f f- State
»-a^- ^el
v-->-' I'ta
•■'■ft, ^^
-•,

^-.-^,. „f-i,, spectra
woatequentiy,

of 173 nm excited, low pressure XeF, vapor using a 1,0 m monochromator
and high speed film revealed no 260 nm r-»X emission/'11
shown in Fig,

in fact, as

3, the onlv fluorescence observed war, that due to

tions from low lying B vibrational levels to the X ground state.

transiFor

pure XeF, vapor, onlv the v'- I and 2 levels of XeF^ are excited,
suggesting that the fluorine fragment of Eqn.
photon energv of * O.fS eV.

(I) absorbs the excess

tftth the addition of diluent gas to the

XeF: vapor, vibrational relaxation occurs (cf, Fig, 3^ and the appearance
of the v'- 0 level becomes noticeable,

3SD

have noticed similar effects

when irradiating XeF: with CW radiation from C0(W0«lM m), Hg^lSS m)
or Kri, 123,o nm'»

lamps.

Another attractive feature of ArCl13-'X> radiation for these experiments
is show, in Fig. 4.

On this graph, the ArCl 175 nm fluorescence and e-beam
1C)

— ——

ammm

gun current are plotted versus time.

After the electron beam is extin-

guished, the ArCl radiation falls rapidly
figure is the XeF(B-»X)
NF-.

(T

< 3 ns).

Also shown in the

fluorescence due to 0.3 torr XeF2 and 5.38 torr

The XeF emission decays

exponentially for several e-foldings with

a dacay constant of 12.9 ns which is substantially longer than that of
the pump pulse.
B.

Rate Equations and Data Analysis
Since the ArCl(B-»X) fluorescence pulse width and decay times are

much shorter than the XeF(B-»X) spontaneous radiative lifetime,

9

then the

175 nm optical pump pulse may be considered (to a first approximation) to
be a 5-function on the time scale of these experiments.

Thus, XeF(B)

molecules are created (by the pump pulse) at t=0 and are destroyed through
radiation and collisions according to the equation:
[XeF(B)] = [XeF(E)]t=0 e

•St

(2)

where
Z =

T

T

t'1

+ k

l

tQl

+

k

2

(3)

[Q]2

'

is the B state radiative lifetime (14.25 ns),

particle densities, and k

and k

the brackets represent

are the two and three-body quenching

rates of XeF (B) by the atomic or molecular species, Q.

The simplicity

of this snalysis hinges on the single-step, collisionless formation of
XeF (B) by photolysis of XeF».

If a collisional process were also inft

V

volved in the formation of XeF , such as Xe

+ F, "harpoon" collisions

which occur in excited Ar/Xe/F2 mixtures, the data interpretation would
be severe1y complicated.
As mentioned in Section II, the XeF(B-»X) waveforms were recorded
by either a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope of Tektro.iix 7912 digitizer used
20

wich an on-line minicompuCer.

After being digitized, the fluorescence

traces were plotted on a semilog, amplitude versus time scale as shown
in Fig. 4.

From this plot I for a given diluent pressure") , the decay

constant I was determined from a linear fit of the falling portion of
the waveform. Subsequently, '"" was plotted as a function of diluent pressure and a least squares fit of the data points made it possible to
determine the coefficients k

and k9 from Eqn. (3).

This analysis, which

9
is the same as that used previously,

was employed to measure the rates

of quenching of XeFCB") by He, Xe, NF„ and F^, gases frequently used in
electron beam or discharge excited XeF lasers.
IV.

Experimental Results and Discussion
Plots of the decay constant, T as a function of He, Xe, NF. and F9

pressure are shown in Figs. 5-S, respectively.

The least squares fitting

of the data (denoted by the solid line'» is also given for each diluent
gas.

A comparison of the results reported here with the rates measured

by previous investigators is presented in Table I.

To convert the half-

quenching pressures given by ref. 7 to collisional rates, the XeFCB^X")
radiative lifetime of 14.25 ns was used.
The two body quenching rates of XeF^B"» by Xe, NF- and F9 are in good
agreement with those measured by BSD
techniques.
of XeF

using steady state, VUV absorption

In line with their results, we find NF- to be a poor quencher

compared to F-.

Keeping in mind that the branching ratio for

•
20
XeF (B) formation is higher for NF- than F.7
, it appears that NF. is
more attractive than F,, as a fluorine donor in e-beam pumped systems.
The rate of collisional destruction of B state molecules by helium has
not been previously measured, but it may be significant since He densities

21

of 10

19

- 10

''O

cm

-3

are commonly used In discharge-excited XeF lasers.

21

The ..'xistence of Chree body quenching for Xe, which Is evident from
the data of Fig. 6,

is in contrast to the findings of BSD who were unable

to observe a three body contribution to Xe quenching for pressures up to
700 torr Xe.

Higher pressure, data points taken at 79 and 117 torr xenon

are not shown in Fig. 6 and yet lie within 10% of the least squares fitting line shown on the graph.

Also, we recently measured the quenching

*
-31
3
-1
rate of XeF (S) by 2 Kr to be S.ö'lO "
cm -sec
.

Therefore,

the three

body quenching rate for xenon presented in Table 1 is consistent with
3 9
similar rate constants measured previously for 2 Ar '
and 2 Kr.

Finally,

the xenon rate constant is ~ 27 times that for Kr and - 328 times the Ar
rate indicating that polarlzabti:ty of the rare gas diluent is not the
sole factor in determining the exc;.mer quenching rate.

22

The fact that the three body rate dominates S (cf. Fig. 6) for [Xel
> 1.174:10

13

cm

-3

•" 54 torr strongly suggests the rapid formation of an

intermediate complex, such as Xe^F , by the kinetic sequence:
XeF^'cB) + 2Xe -» Xe^F

+ Xe -» 3Xe + F.

The intense blue emission band (X

max

(4)
— 420 nm) that has been

observed in high pressure, e-beam or discharge pumped Ar/Xe/F0 or Xe/F0
23 24
gas mixtures"
is possibly due to the radiative decay of this trimer.
i<

Broad band continuum fluorescence from the analogous molecule, Kr0F ,
has also been observed and identified.
V.

25

Conclusions
Measu.ei.nents of the rate of quenching of XeF (ft) molecules by He,

Xe, NF» and F0 have been reported.

By photolyzing XeF0 (la the presence

of the desired diluent gas) with short pulse (5 tli) VUV radiation, single

oo

MwwiiMJiiiwijflaiajiiitf^L^r::

-■ ■-■,,.■ MMMMW« •

step collialonless formation of XeF (1) resulted, allowing simple exponential quenching studies 1*0 be made.

The measured rates are in good

agreement with previous work and show that:
pressures (< 100 torr1) , formation of Ke^F

I)

for even low xenon partial

by three body quenching of

XeF i^ is a significant loss mechanism, and 2) NF» is superior to F.,
as a fluorine donor.

FlnalU-, since neon has recently been shown to

have some distinct advantages over argon as the major constituent in
electron beam-pumped or discharge sustained XeF laser mixtures, it appears
that the best performance of these lasers will be obtained for Ne/Xe/NF.,
mixtures.
The authors gracefully acknowledge many useful dlcusslons with
S, K. Searles and R. Burnham and thank C, Mullins for technical assistance.
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APPENDIX
In the experiments reported here, electron team pumped Ar/Cl2 mixtures have been used to photolytlcally dissociate XeF,, creating XeF (^ .
Therefore, the radiative products formed In such excited mixtures, and
their relative concentrations, are vital to Interpretation of the experlmental data.
For the mixture compositions used in these experiments (M.5* Ar,
0,5% Cl')i the bulk of the beam energv Is absorbed by the argon, creating
primarily A»*(3P) and Ar"*"."

Gundel and co-workers ' have carefully

studied the products of the Ar*(3P> - Cl2 collision.

The major products

are ClV(4p,l) Cl-'CS) and AfCl (1) which were found to be formed In 167.,,
37. and 497, of the collisions, respectively.
Due to dissociative attachment of Cl- with low energy electrons
(Cl

+ e" -^ Cl" + cn, ArCl(B) molecules are also created by ion-ion

recombination;

Ar

+

+ Cl

+ Ar ■♦ ArCl(l) + Ar,

(^

24
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Table I.
Suounarv of XeF\l^ eolll.lontl deactivation "JJ« *« ^J^jJ
bv several investigator», Estimated uncertainties Ln the rate.s
are also shown in the parentheses.

XeFMB) COLLISIONAL QUENCHIKG RATES
REFERENCE
This Work

JIATECONSTANT

QUENCHER
He

'

Xe
(Three ^ody^ process)
NF,

(3.9 r 0.8) •TCP1"
(3.271 o.74) • yy^l

This Work

(2.36 t 0.53)

10 *9

This Work

(2.80 t 0.15)

10

11

This Work
7

(3.80 t 0.13)

10

,0

This Work

a. units: cm3 sec "
b. units: cm* sec '
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Abstract
175 im radiation, the spontaneous

By phocolysing XeF, using ArCl

radiative lifetime of the XeFtB-»X"> hand has been measured to be 14,25 +
0.2 ns.

Also, the rates of two body colllslonal deaetlvatlon of the

XeFlB^ state bv Ne-

Ar and XeF„ have been determined to be 7.7 x 10

•13

3
l
om -seo "1 , A4,^a x ,.n1 - cm 3 -sec -• andi «2.b x ,10,-10 cm 3 -sec -1 , respectlvelv

-32
h
-l
A three bodv quenching rate of 7,2 x 10 ' ' cm -sec
was found for Ar.
The large two and three bodv quenching rates of XeF

bv Ar suggest that

Ne mav ho pivl>r;ihlo to Ar as a diluent In high pressure XeF (, JSO nuO
laser mixtures.

U.

To better understand the phvsical properties of electron beam or
discharge excited XeF lasers, it is desirable to know the emitting state's
radiative and colUstonal lifetimes.

Specifically,

the resistance of

XeF (B) to quenching bv background gases in the laser mixture is crucial
to attempts to scale the output power of this laser system.
The radiative lifetime of m*ft) and the quenching rates of this
state by Ne. Ar and XeF2 have been measured and are reported here.

[n

this experiment. ArCl excimer radiation at 175 nm1,2 was used to create
XeF (in molecules by photolytically dissociating XeF^.

That is. the

absorption of a 175 nm photon bv XeF, results in the formation of the
XeF2

results in the formation of the XeF^ (10 0

-* 7 o ) state3 which

immediatelv dissociates, directly creating XeF^BV

The resulting time-

dependent XeF(B-X) emission at \ ~ 350 nm was monitored for various
diluent pressures, from which the quenching rates were determined.
The threshold wavelength for photodissociative production of X1p*(B)
is

-. ,-,
3 4
< 202 nm. '

Experimentally, it was found that the photolytic vield

of XeF (1) is much greater (> 10X) for 175 nm than 193 nm (ArF [B-»X 1
radiation/ despite only a factor of - 2 difference in the absorption
coefficient of XeF2 at these wavelengths.5
produces strong XeF(B-»X)

The Xe./ excimer (172 nm^

fluorescence but the }?•* (1

and 0+) states are

collisionallv coupled0 and so the 172 nm emission decavs too slowlv fT «
22 ns^ at reasonable pressures (3-5 atm^ to be useful in these experiments.
Therefore. ArCl (l^K) radiation, due to its short decav time ( ~ 2.5 ns
for mixtures used in this work) and 175 nm wavelength, was an ideal
optical source for the experiments described below.
The ArCl

optical excitation pulse was created bv irradiating QQ.5",

37

T

im iiiwriinm

Ar/0.57o Clj gas mixtures (Pfeotll ■ 2050 torr) with a 3 ns FWHM beam of 600
keV electrons from a Febetron 706 accelerator.

A Suprasil quartz absorp-

tion tube (1.22 cm. o.d., 3.36 cm excitation length), which contained the
XeFj and diluent gas, was mounted transverse to the electron beam and coaxial with the ArCl photolytic cell.

The rire gases used in these experi-

ments were research grade and the XeF9 was degassed in a dry ice-cooled
quartz reservoir prior to its use.
HI

Electron beam excitation of Ar/Cl,, gas mixtures produces Cl (4P),
Cl, (I) and ArCl (B1) excited species

which subsequently radiate at 133-

139 nm, 258 nm and 175 nm, respectively.

The VUV Cl

radiation emitted

by the e-beam irradiated mixtures is rejected by the Suprasil quartz tube
whereas the XeF0 is transparent to the weak Cl-

lE-'B) emission produced
w

at 258 nm.

The 175 nm fluorescence emitted by the ArCl (S) molecules,

however, penetrates the quartz absorption tube, exciting a XeF0 ground
state molecule:
XeF» + hv (175 nrrt-» XeF0
•
/

(10 J

g

•♦7a)-» XeF (B) + F.
u

XeF (B-+X') emission spectra of low pressure, ArCl

(I)
v

photolyzed XeF

vapor were recorded on Polaroid Type 57 film using a 1.0 m spectrograph
(dispersion ■ 0.81 nm/mm; resolution - 0.1 nm) and a 10 cm focal length
lens.

Only low vibrational levels of XeF (,B) were observed ^v ^ 2,

corresponding to the 348, 351 and 353 nm B-»X transitions),8,9 even at
mfm pressures of - 0.3 torr, indicating that the excess photon energv
(m 0.95 eV) of Eqn.
fragment.

(1) appears as translational energy of the fluorine

The D-*X band of XeF at 265 nm was not observed since this

state is energeticallv inaccessible.

Photoelectric monitoring of the

XeF(B-»X) emission was accomplished using a S-5 photodiode and bandpass
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filter

(Xo

. 343 am. A\ ■ 9.4 am^ for spectral selectivity.

After the

termination of the 175 nm excitation pulse, which was observed by a
solar blind photodiode and a 171.5 + 20 nm bandpass filter, the XeF
radiation decayed exponentially over several time constants.
To a first approximation, the 175 nm excitation pulse can be considered a 6-t-unction compared to the B state radiative lifetime.

There-

fore, the S state population is essentially formed by dissociation at
t =■ 0 and decays according to the relation:

(2)

[XeFW(B)l - [XeF']t.0 •
where

v . T

(3)

+ k^Q] + k2[Q] ,

T

- XeFV state radiative lifetime, indicate particle densities and

k

and k0 represent the two and three body destruction rates of XeF (B)

by the atomic or molecular species. Q.

Thus, by monitoring the expo-

nential decay rate of the XeF(B^ emission as a function of the diluent
concentration, Q,

the rates of collisional quenching of Xtt'd) by Ne.

Ar and XeF9 were determined.
Fig. 1 is a plot Of the decay constant. T, of the B-X radiation as
a function of XeF2 pressure

The least-squares fitting of the data points

is denoted by the solid line and the «ro-pressure intercept yields the
XeFVx^ radiative lifetime of 14.25 ns,

This result compares favorablv

with the results of experiments involving direct e-beam dissociation of
XeF^0,11 or photolytic pumping of XeF*(B> utilizing a 16 as FWHM ArF
laser pulse.4

A summary of measurements of the radiative lifetime for

the B-X band is presented in Table 1.
Fig. 1, k

From the slope of the line in

(XeF ) " 2.56-10-10cm3-sec-1, which is also in agreemeat with
39
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previous studies.t+'10'^
Experimental results for quenching of Xe?"(B) by Ne and Ar are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

For these measurements, ~ 0.3

torr XeF2 and the desired pressure of rare gas were admitted to the
absorption cell.

To vary the diluent pressure and avoid XeF,, decomposi-

tion, a fresh mix was prepared for each electron beam shot.

Although

fluctuations of the neon data and experimental difficulties encountered
for diluent pressures in excess of 1 atm prevented the determination of
the neon three-body collisional quenching rate, k (Ne), an upper limit
for k2 of 10 - cm -sec"

was estimated.

In general, it was found that

the uncertainty in the deactivation rates increased for the lighter
quenchers.

A comparison of the quenching rates presented here with pre-

viously reported measurements is given in Table II.

Although it has act

been measured previously, the rate of quenching of XeF^B) by Me is an
important parameter since the recent observed improvement of neon on
XeF laser performance.12
For Ar, although the 2-body quenching rate measured in this investigation is in good agreement with Ref. 9,13 both 2- and 3-body rates are
larger than previously reported values.14

This discrepancy may. however,

be partially accounted for by noting that the results of Ref.

14 relied

on a complex kinetic analysis of Jff * emission from e-beam excited Ar/Xe/
F2 mixtures to measure quenching by Ar and Xe.

In those experiments, it

was not possible to -resolve XeF excimer formation processes from destruction mechanisms and the reported rates depended on accurately knowing
other kinetic rates.
The large 2 and 3-body quenching rates for Ar indicate their adverse

40

effect on energetic XeF laser development.

The two-body quenching rate

of neon is almost an order of magnitude smaller than that for argon.
Since the use of neon rather than argon also reduces 351 nm optical
I9

losses in the XeF laser medium

,

then Ne appears to be superior to Ar

as a diluent for high power, electron beam pumped XeF laser systems.
A possible product of the Ar quenching reaction is the ArXeF
molecule:
XeF

+ Ar (or 2 Ar) <• ArXeF

•
The creation of ArF (B)

(+ Ar).

(4)

(by a substitution reaction)

clearly not allowed by (4).
postulated for the KrF system

15

or Xe^F

^

are

A mechanism analogous to (4) has been
1ß

expected to be significant (10

8

where the trimer formation rate is
- 10

9

sec

-1

) for the Ar densities

encountered in high pressure e-beam mixtures.

Therefore, the two and

three-body destruction rates of XeF*(B) by Ar are likely to be important
in high energy XeF laser modeling
In summary, short pulse photolysis of XeF2 in the presence of a
background rare gas has been employed to measure the rate of quenching
of XeF(B) by Ne and Ar.

These rates are valuable in predicting gas

mixture compositions and excitation conditions for optimum XeF laser
performance.

Measurements of the quenching of XeF (B) by other gases

(Xe, F , NF ) are continuing and the results will be reported in the
future.
The authors wish to thank C. Mullins for excellent technical
assistance and R. Burnham and S. Searles for many helpful suggestions.
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Table I.
JttF*(l) radiative lifetime as measured by several invastigators.

SUMMARY OF XeF*(B) RADIATIVE LIFETIMES
VALUE (ns)

REFERENCE

5.0
16.5
1.3
18.8
13.5 ■ 1
14.25 ■ 0.20

10
4
11
This Work
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Table II.
Summary of rates of deactivation of X«F (B) bv Ne, Ar and
XeFo. Uncertainties in the rates are also shown in the
parentheses.

XeF*(B) QUENCHING BY Ne, Ar AND XeF
QUENCHER

RATE CONSTANT8

REFERENCE

Ne

(7.68- 1.6) • 10 '3

This Work

13

Ar
2 Ar
(Three body process)
XeFs

(8-4) • 10
(2.88 t 0.5) ■ 10
(4.92- 1.56) • 10

14
12
12

•

This Work

(1.5= 0.5) • 10 32b
(7.23 ± 2.30) • 10 32

14
This Work

3.5 • 10 ,0
1.97 • 10 10
(2.56 t 0.32) • 10

4
11
This Work

a. units: cmJ sec '
b. units; cm* sec '
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RADIATIVE LIFETIME OF KrF

The radiative lifetime of the upper level of the KrF laser
at 249 nm has been measured using the pulsed photolysis technique
developed for the measurement of the XeF lifetime measurements.
the lifetime experiment,

In

the upper state of KrF was produced directly

by photodissociation of KrF,, which was synthesized in our laboratory.
The experimental apparatus used in our experiments is shown in
Fig. G.

Photolyzing pulses at 193 nm were produced by a discharge

pumped ArF laser. This laser produced pulses with intensities of
2
1 Mw/cm" with pulse widths of less than 10 nsec. The laser radiation
passed through a fused silica photolysis cell and was detected by a
fast vacuum photodiode.

Fluorescence pulses from KrF0 in the cell

were detected by a similar photodiode and 249 nm bandpass filter at
right angles to the direction of the incident pump radiation.

Pulses

from the two detectors were displayed simultaneously or. an oscilloscope,
KrF,, for our experiments was contained in an evacuated pyrex cold
trap, and was made to flow continuously through the photolysis apparatus by raising the temperature of the trap to about -20OC.

The pres-

sure of the KrF, vapor in the photolysis cell was monitored with a
capacitance manometer.

Continuous flow of the KrF,, through the photo-

lysis cell was found to reduce decomposition of the material.
FigureHshows typical pump and fluorescence pulses obtained in
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rim KrK Ltfitta» «xperlment.

Tin? 1"^ um pump pulse is s.n>n to l)/i\r> .1

halfwtdth ot «pproxlmntslv 10 nsec.
tenuin^tfis .-itler .ib.ml

IM nsec.

More s 1 mil f (c.-ii\t I v the pump pulse

FUior«sc«nce d«tn wns .ilw.'tvs .inalvr.«d

following flu» pump puls« termlnut-i on so tliJif the need for deconvo 1 uM on
of Ch« ClttOrtlQtaOt t;rom pump pulse was ohvi.ited.

As Is indict ted in

Figure 11 the tfUiorascänce following the pump pul.se tei-mimuion followed
a simple exponantUI for ov«r 2-« foldings.
■ tltt of KrF

Th« Ufatlme of th« excited

was« therefore given hv the slop« of the Uneir dec.iv.

In order to remove the effects of quenching of the radiating
state, fluorescence data were taken for KrF,, pressures between 0.08
and 1.2 Torr.

Fluorescence decav rates were plotted as a function of

pressure, and the resulting points fitted to a straight

line.

The zero

pressure Intercept of the line gave a value of ^.0 "^ O.ß nsec for the
radiative lifetime of KrF .

The slope of the line indicates tluit the

qutnehlng of KrF

bv KrF, Is roughlv gas-kinetic as expected.

following reprint

gives a more detailed analysis of the results of the

KrF

lifetime measurement.
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lifetime measurement.
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fluorescence pulse at

RADIATIVE LIFETIME OF KrF

Burnham and S. K. Searles
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375
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measured tn a puUad phc«-

Th. excuad ...t. o£ lnt.r..t («» ) »as prodocad

duaocutlva phOt,.«ct..tlO. o(

krvpto„

difluotid. «P.r

„«.tlon .. I" ™ h« » PUI»*. ^scharga-pu^pad, .rgon

nuortda taaar.1 to .ha authors' to**Ui*.. tha ahaotpttoo spacttu.
o£ Krr

U tha naar OV has oot haan obsarvad.

Tha r«ult. o£ tha

.„saut „p..ta«t .dUata. h„ that ahso.pt.ou at

lM

™ tasuUs

^f ^rF into KrF' + F with a high yield.
in the direct dissociation of KrF2 into ^rr
0ur rasult glvas an uppar limit for tha dlssocLatUn anargy (^(KrF-r»
ot

ahout 1.3 .V, sioca tha aoergy of tha !« » Photon U 6.4 aV and

„Uh an aXparl»antal valua for tha dissociation anarg, o£ 1.013 aV
obtalnad by Bartlett and Sladky.'
Krypton dlfluorlda for our agents v.. svnthasUad foUo„lng
• ciwnik et al 3
the general technique of Slivmk et_aL.

A solution of 0.2 moles of

A 0 1 mole of krypton contained in a pvrex reactor cell was
fluorine and 0.1 mole or ^s-yv
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irradiated at -L960C for six hours using an unfiltered, 500 W mediumpressure mercury vapor lamp.

Following photolysis, the unreacted

fluorine and krypton were distilled off at -1960C and -780C respectively.
The preparation yielded approximately 100 mg of colorless crystals which
had a vapor pressure of about 0.5 Torr at -780C.

Following the prepara-

tion, the reactor containing KrF,, was connected directly to the laser
photolysis apparatus which had been passivated with fluorine.
The apparatus used for the lifetime measurement was similar to that
described previously.4

Krypton difluoride vapor was made to flow con-

tinuously through the cylindrical fused quartz photolysis cell by slowly
raising the temperature of the reactor from -780C.

The vapor was pumped

by a small mechanical vacuum pump and liquid nitrogen trap, and the
flow rate was controlled by a throttling valve located between the
fluorescence cell and the pump.

Continuous flow of the vapor was found

to be helpful for minimizing the effects of decomposition of KrF2 in
the apparatus.

The pressure in the fluorescence cell was measured

adjacent to the location of the entrance window using a capacitance
manometer.
Photolyzing radiation pulses at 193 nm with rise and fall times
2
(0-1007o of 10 nsec and peak intensities of 1 MW/cm

traversed the

photolysis cell containing KrF2 vapor and were detected with a vacuum
photodiode and neutral density filter.

Simultaneously, fluorescence

at 249 nm was detected with a similar photodiode and a 250 nm filter
with a 10 nm bandpass.

The signals from the two photodiodes were

displayed simultaneously on an oscilloscope.

The response time of the

detector and oscilloscope combination was determined by measuring their
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response to a 0.03 nsec. mode-locked pulse from a quadrupled YAG laser
at 266 run.

The response function was roughly "bell-shaped" with rise

and fall times of less than one nanosecond.

A survey of fluorescence

from KrF? upon photolysis at 193 nm was conducted using a 1/8-meter
grating monochromator and photodiode.

Fluorescence was observed only

in a band centered at approximately 250 nm.

A high-resolution spectrum

of the fluorescence was not obtained.
Shapes of the 250 nm fluorescence pulses were taken directly from
photographs of the oscilloscope display.

Fluorescence data were ana-

lyzed for times following the termination of the photolyzing pulse from
the laser.

In all cases the fluorescence was found to follow a simple

exponential decay over 2 e-foldings.

The shapes of the fluorescence

pulses were also consistent with single step dissociation into the
excited state of KrF upon photolysis.

The rate equation for the den-

sity of KrF" following the termination of the photolyzing pulse was
therefore taken to be:

d KrF

r

1 = -

In Eq. 1,

+ k [M])

(1/T

dt

[KrF*].

(1)

o
T

is the radiative lifetime of KrF

and k [M] is the

collisional quenching rate due to the presence of KrF2 or the products
of its decomposition.
Fluorescence data were taken for pressures in the photolysis cell
between 0.08 and 1.2 Torr.

Fluorescence decay rates were corrected

for the detector response time and plotted as a function of the pressure in the photolysis cell.
in Figure 1.

The results of the experiment are shown

A linear least-squares fit of the data gave the lifetime
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for KrF

from the zero-pressure intercept of the fitted line.

of the radiative lifetime of KrF

The value

so derived was 9.0 J 0.6 nsec.

slope of the line gave a quenching rate for KrF
negligible KrF« decomposition) of 3.7 + 1 x 10

-10

The

by KrF, (assuming
3
cm /sec.

The results of the present experiment constitute the first measurement of the radiative lifetime of KrF .

Reasonable agreement is found

between the measured lifetime and a theoretical lifetime of 7 nsec
based upon the results of molecular orbital calculations on KrF by
Dunning and Hay.

Pulsed photolysis experiments similar to those

described above are being continued in order to obtain more extensive
information on the radiative and collisional kinetics of the excited
states of KrF.
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COMPUTER MODELING OF THE XENON FLUORIDE LASER

A.

Introduction
During this past reporting period a laser kinetics computer code has

been developed to the point where the capability now exists at NRL to
model discharge-pumped gas laser svstems.

The energy pumped into the

gas constituents through collisions with electrons accelerated by the
discharge electric field is accounted for by solving the Boltzmann transport equation for the electron distribution function.

The Boltzmann solver

algorithm assumes a steadv-state electron distribution function which is
computed as a function of applied field and the fractional excitation.
The effects of the following electron-molecule collisions on the distribution function are considered: momentum transfer, electronic excitation,
tonization, recombination, attachment, and superelastic processes.

Super-

elastic collisions are treated iterativelv in a self consistent manner.
The Boltzmann transport equation solver has been merged with a chemical
kinetic code which uses an accurate and efficient Runge-Kutta-Treanor
algorithm specially suited to solving a coupled set of stiff differential
equations.

The rate constants for electron-molecule reactions required bv

the kinetics code are computed bv integrating the appropriate cross sections
over the electron distribution function.

This Boltzmann kinetics package

has been thoroughly tested bv its use in modeling a varietv of rare gas
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halide laser experiments where good agreement has been obtained.
Detailed modeling was concentrated on the e-beam sustainer pumped
neon-diluent XeF laser experiment at NRL.

By comparing the model with

experiments a detailed energy flow kinetics chain for the XeF laser
system was devised.

Also, numerical studies were used to investigate

the effective XeF lower laser-level deactivation rate and to elucidate
laser-light absorption processes.
B.

Code Development
1.

Background

In the previous semiannual report,

the intitial development of a

computer code for modeling electrically excited rare gas halide lasers
was discussed.

At that time a kinetics package which incorporated a

convenient symbolic input format for the relevant chemical reactions
and rate constants and a useful output format describing the details
of the kinetics chain had been developed.

Also some preliminary work

had begun in modifying and testing a Boltzmann transport equation solver2,3

in order to merge it into the kinetics package thus allowing

the modeling of discharge pumped laser .«ehernes.
2.

Boltzmann Transport Equation Solver

The coupling of the Boltzmann solver to the kinetics package and the
associated checkout and testing have been successfully achieved during
the early part of the present reporting period.

Several modidifcattons

of the original Boltzmann transport code were made to adapt the code to
the Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific Computer (ASC) at NRL, to enable
faster execution time and more efficient use of storage, to allow enough
flexibility in the code for handling a variety of processes affecting the
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electron diatribution function, and to provide for easy future modification and selected detailed output.

The present configuration of the

kinetics/Boltmann code is diagranmed in Figure I.
3.

Detailed Kinetics Output

The kinetics package is presently set up to handle up to 144 kinetic
reactions involving up to 64 species.

Althou3h these numbers are easily

increased or decreased by minor code modifications, they approximate the
complexity of typical rare gas halide laser models.

Even though the

global laser performance code predictions (such as laser output power,
pulse length, energy, and efficiency^ are simple to compare with experiments, the maze of intermediate steps in the kinetics chain and in energy
flow paths leading to laser output is much more difficult to unfold because of the large numbers of reactions which must be considered.

Also,

the rate constants for many of the intermediate formation and quenching
processes are not well known.

Since it is almost impossible to measure

rates for every conceivable process, it is critical to determine which
kinetic processes have the largest effect on laser performance and hence
which rates are in need of accurate measurements and which rates require
only an order of magnitude estimate.
A method for easily separating important reactions from unimportant
reactions was recently added to the output routines of the kinetics code.
The basic concept of this method is the printing out for various times
during the pump pulse of the percentage contribution of each reaction to
the formation or depletion of the species Involved.

Thus, those reactions

which show small percentages for all species and for all times throughout the laser pulse are unimportant and can be eliminated in future runs
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keeping output: clutter to a minimum. Conversely, the dominant reactions
are clearlv indicated by large percentage contributions for one or more
species.

This type of output allows one to construct easily and accurate!v

energy flow diagrams (Figure J) which outline the important pumping.
ation,
4.

Corm-

interception, quenching, and opticl extraction channels.
Code Verification

By examining the output from a large number of computer runs modeling
lasers pumped by an e-beam only, it is reasonable to conclude that the
chemical kinetics part of the rare-gas halide laser code is as accurate
and as efficient as is needed for the present applications.

However,

certain simplifying physical assumptions of the Boltzmann solver as well
as the numerical

approximation methods used to solve the transport

equation require validity checks to determine the volume of parameter
space over which this code produces reliable results.
be performed in a number of ways:

These checks can

(«) comparison of code predictions

with experimental results; {h) comparison of code predictions and intermediate calculations with other codes which have been successfullv compared with a variety of experimental lasers; and re) "failure testing"
in which the code is shown to predict catastrophic results for initial
conditions in which the experiment is known ro be unstable ie.g.. discharge arc formation") or where it it known that the physical assumptions
of the model are not valid.

Method C«)

involves verification by compari-

son of a few predicted overall laser performance measurements with the
real world while method (b) allows the comparison of a large number of
computational details (e.g., population densities, rate constants, electron distribution functions, laser light cavitv flux, etc. -- all i
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function of time) with codes which have been compared with many experiments.
The present version of the kinetics, Boltzmann code has been succeiisfully verified by application of all three of tae verification methods
mentioned above.

Comparison of predicted performances of both KrF and

S fi 7
XeF laser systems with experiments at NRL ' ' have shown agreement in
laser output power and energy

usually within *• 50%.

Some examples of

this comparison for the XeF system are listed in Table I.

The code

results also compare well in detail with computer calculations done dt
United

Technologies, Northrup, and Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

In

most cases the discrepancies are explained by minor differences in cross
sections and energy levels.

<Uso the discharge part of the code has

predicted arcs at high electric fields at the same values (within 20%)
of E/N which produce arcs in experiments.
C.

XeF Laser Modeling
The XeF laser and other rare gas halide lasers show oromise of very

high efficiencies and high peak powers which are critical factors for
many applications.

The current intense interest in the development of

these lasers is concerned with attempts to increase their efficiency
through investigation and understanding of processes which result in or
inhibit laser oscillation.

Such understanding should make possible tht

selection of those areas of parameter space which yield optimum laser
efficiency and/or output power.
1.

Kinetics Chain

The numerical modeling part of the rare gas halide laser work at
ML has been aimed at an understanding of the important upper state
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formation,
tion.

interception, and quenching reactions and laser-light extrac-

The approach has been to model typiCll laser svstems and to studv

the energv flow channels from pumping (either by an electron beam alone
or bv I combination of an electron beam and an applied electric fUld)
to laser energv output.

An energy flow block diagram in Figure 3 outlines

the important channels for a particular gas mixture of Me. Xe. and HF3
pumped bv an e-beam only.

The mixture, pump, and optical cavltv para-

meters were chosen to match those In an NRL experiment' for purposes of
comparlsor:.

In this gas mixture, the 300 keV beam electrons deposit an

average of 20 keV per cm of depth of travel in the laser cavltv.

This

deposited energv produces malnlv neon Ions (»•+), neon excited states
and metastables ^NeV and secondarv electrons.

The Ions and metastables

then transfer their energv to the upper laser level (Uf*) through a complex chain of reactions, all of which Involve some loss of energv bv
downward cascade and some of which Involve Interception or loss of excitation or lonlz-tlon energv bv quenching or radiative processes.

The details

of the XeF* formation processes are not well understood and the formation
kinetics chain shown In Figure J Is merelv an approximation to the real
world-our current opinion based on the best known or best estimated rates
which explains the observed laser performance.

More detailed measurements

such as time dependent side light emission from various intermediate species
are needed to tie the details of the kinetics ehltn to realitv.
Some important processes which dominate the formation kinetics of an
XeF laser under conditions modeled here are Penning lonlzatlon reactions
designated generallv as;
A* + B -♦ B+ + A + e .
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This tvpe of reaction can proceed whenever the excitation energy of A
is greater than the ionization energy of B and goes fastest for reactions
close to resonance.

The neon metastable i Ne 1 with an energv of 16.6 eV

can Penning ionize all heavier rare gases.
(which is formed by rapid NeF
to Penning ionize Xe.
Ne

•

+

+ Xe -» Xe

Ne0
F

*

+ Xe -♦ Xe

+

pred issociat ion'i is sufficientlv energetic

Thus the three Penning ionization reactions:

+ Ne + e

+ Xe -♦ Xe

Also excited fluoride, F ,

-

+• 2 Ne + e
+ F + e

-

are responsible for most of the formation of Xe
Figure J. Practically all of the XeF
+
w
Xe + F + (M> -» XeF + (H)
Xe

4- 2 Ne -♦ NeXe

NeXe

+

+ F

-

-» XeF

*

under the conditions of

is formed from Xe

bv the reactions

+ Ne
+ Ne.

A major difference between XeF and KrF lasers in Ne diluent and these
same lasers in Ar diluent is that metastable neon is capable of Penning
ionization of the admixture rare gas whereas Ar

is not.

Hence the

formation kinetics chains in the region of parameter space treated here
are quite different.
A list of reactions and rates used to mode' the laser system corresponding to the energy flow channels in Figure J is given in
2.

able 2.

Lower Laser Level Deactivation

Xenon fluoride differs from all other rare gas monohalides m that
it has a bound lower laser level.
weakly bound y 1100 cm

Although the ground state is verv

' from v-0 and lias onlv a few vibrational

levels,

its presence can produce bottlenecking which can have a significant

(> i

■

effect on ultimate laser light extraction.

At near saturation cavity

flux levels, because of rapid mixing of XeF and JUF

due to stimulated

emission and absorption, the effective stimulated lifetime of the upper
laser level is increased thus making XeF' more vulnerable to deactivation by quenching or side fluorescence emission.

For every ground state XeF

molecule which is quenched, a resonance reabsorption is prevented and
thus a laser photon becomes available for extraction.
Most of the ground state quenching is assumed to be represented by
the reaction:
XeF + Ne -♦ Xe + F + Ne .
Quenching by gas constituents other than Ne is comparatively negligible
for the mixture discussed here.

The rate of this ground state quenching

process has not been measured but, if one assumes a formation chain based
on reasonably well estimated rates along with a measured XeF

*

,

r

■

lifetime

8

'9

and measured quenching rates10 then agreement between predicted and experimental laser efficiency can be obtained if a rate constant for XeF ground
state quenching of 3 x 10'12 cm3 s"1 is chosen.

The predicted laser out-

put efficiency is plotted as a function of the selected rate constant for
XeF ground state quenching in Figure K.

The circle represents the observed
-12
value of laser efficiency and corresponds to a rate constant of 3.0 x 10
cm3 s'1.

The curve indicates how the laser performance would be affected

if the rate constant were varied.

For the parameters and formation kinetics

discussed here, it it seen from the curve in Figure. K that an efficiencv
of at most 3.3% could be expected if XeF ground state deactivation rate
were greatly increased, for example by heating the gas.
From a simple exponential law of temperature variation of the rate
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constant it can be estimated that heating the gas from room temperature
to 600oK would increase the deactivation rate constant by about an order
of magnitude.

According to the curve in Figure K. this would yield an

increase in laser output power of about 50%.

Of course this estimate

assumes that the only effect that heating would have on the kinetics
would be to increase the lower laser level deactivation rate.

In actuality.

gas heating may also have a significant effect on the formation and
quenching of the upper laser level and its overall effect on laser performance is presently difficult to judge.
It should also be noted that the XeF ground state quenching rate
of 3 x 10'12 cm3 s"1 is really the effective average rate of depopulation
by any or all of several collisionally induced processes from only those
vibrational levels of the XeF(X^ state which are lower levels for the
actual lasing lines-mainly 351.1 nm and 353.1 nm.

It is only these

vibrational levels which contribute to the bottlenecking.
3.

Absorption

Earlier experiments7 have shown that when neon is used in place of
argon as the diluent gas in an XeF laser a substantial improvement in output power and efficiency is realized.

This improved laser performance

was found to be due to reduced transient absorption at the laser wavelength in the neon diluent case vs. the argon diluent case.

Since transient

absorption can significantly limit laser performance, it is imperative to
determine which species are responsible for laser-light absorption and to
understand the processes by which these species are formed or depleted.
A study11,12 of such absorption processes was conducted bv comparing
predicted transient densities of suspected absorbers with experimentallv
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measured absorptions.

Some results of this work for an XeF laser in

neon diluent are summarized in the plots of Figure L.

The open circles

connected by the solid lines in the upper portion of Figure L represent
absorptions measured7 by passing probe laser radiation through a 100 cm
path length of various e-beam excited gas mixtures as indicated on the
horizontal axis.

In the lower portion of Figure L, on a relative normal-

ized scale, are plotted computed population densities of selected candidate absorbers.

The horizontal location of the data points corresponds

to the gas mixture for whi^

the modeling was done while the vertical

axis represents the predicted relative absorption, or relative number
density for the species indicated.

The number density, N, and absorp-

tion, a, are related linearly by U • Na where cr is the photoabsorption
cross section.

The vertical scale is normalized somewhat arbitrarily so

that the peak predicted relative absorption for each species plotted is
equal to 1.2570 per cm which is the highest observed total absorption
shown in the upper portion of the figure.

All of the theoretical and

experimental data points in Figure L and correspond to a total gas pressure of 5 atm.
The identity of the transient species responsible for the observed
absorption is determined as follows.

When 0.1% Xe is added to pure Ne,

the measured absorption is seen to drop by about an order of magnitude.
The only transient species which show a comparable predicted reduction
between the pure Ne and Ne + 0.1% Xe cases are Ne,,

and Ne,, .

All other

species show either no drop in concentration at all or an increase.
Ne * or Ne

+

Hence

or both are indicated to be the main XeF laser light

absorbing species in e-beam excited pure neon.
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Similarly,

the absorption

Is seen to increase by about a factor of ten when the Xe concentration
is raised from 0.1% to 1.07,.

The model computes that the main absorbers

for the pure neon case, Ne9

and Ne9

(dashed lines'), actually decrease

substantially with increasing Xe admixture and hence these species do
not contribute significantly to absorption. However,the predicted contributions of Xe9

and Xe,

(solid lines) to the total absorption do

follow the observed increase with increasing Xe concentration and, again,
no other species show a similar (or any") rise.

Also, a much smaller

absorption is measured in the laser mix case (Ne/Xe/NT- ■ 99.76/0.18/
0.06) than in the Ne + 1.0% Xe case and the only species that show any
drop in concentration are Xe?

•

+
and Xe, .

Hence the ionized and neutral

dimers of xenon are indicated to be the main absorbers o2 laser light
in the XeF laser modeled here.
If the computed absolute Xe,,

density for the laser mix is multiplied

.
13
by its calculated XeF laser wavelength photoabsorption cross section
then the predicted absolute absorption for this species is obtained.
This value is indicated by the "X" in the upper part of Figure L and
agrees (within expected error limits') with the observed absorption.
Since the assumption of an unusually high photoabsorption cross section
for Xe0

would be required for this species to be responsible for the

measured laser mix absorption, it is concluded that Xe,

is the pre-

dominant transient absorber in a xenon fluoride laser with neon diluent.
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND
OBSERVED LASER PEREORMANCE

Parameters
Gas mixture:

Ne/Xe/NF3 = 99.76/0.18/0.06

Total Pressure:

5 atm

E-beam energy deposition per pulse:
2
E-beam current density; 7 A/cm
Pump pulse duration:

158 J/^

1 -sec

Laser cavity mirror reflectivity product:
Laser cavity length:

50%

100 cm

Comparison of Performance
Units

Experiment

Model

Laser energy output
per pulse

jAt

2.8

3.7

Laser output power
density at peak

MW/cm'

0.28

0.39

1.8

2.3

0.07

0.10

Quantity

Intrinsic energy efficiency
Total laser light absorption at peak

a.

% cm

-1

L. F. Champagne and N. W. Harris, Appl. Phys. Lett. 31, 513 (1977)

TABLE 2.
REACTIONS AND RATE CONSTANTS
FOR MODELING E-BEAM PUMPED XENON FLUORIDE
LASER IN NEON DILUENT
Rate Constant,'
cross section,
or lifetime

Reaction

Notes or
Reference

(a) e-beam (e) pumping
Ne + e

-Ne

4- e

+ e

4.31(-18) cm

b,c

1.23 (-18) cm:

b,c

3.14 (-17) cm^

b, c

8.99 (-18) cm2

b, c

+ F

1.0 (-9)

d,e

NF3 + e"—

F" + NF

1.0 (-9)

d

F + e" + M>

-♦ F" + M

1.5 (-31)

f

Ne + e
Xe + e
Xe + e

■ Ne

*

-»
+ e

+
-+
Xe + e + e
•Xe

+ e

(b) electron attachment
F2 + e

F

(c) Neutral kinetics
F + F + M

F2 + M

6.0 (-31)

NF2 + F + M

•^ NF3 + M

6.0 (-"!)

f

Ne

+ 2 Ne -

- Ne„

6.0 (-33)

f

Ne

+ F,

6.0 (-10)

f

Ne

+ NF,

7.0 (-11)

f

Xe

+ Xe + Ne

1.6 (-32)

I

Xe

+ 2 Ne

•NeXe

5.0 (-34)

f

Xe

+ 2 Xe-

•Xe2

+ Xe

5.0 (-32)

h

Ne2

+ F2

■NeF

+ Ne + F

1.0 (-9)

i

NeF
NeF

+ Ne

+ F
+ NF,
Xe2

+ Ne

+ Ne
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Rate Constant,
cross section,
or lifetime

Reaction

a
Notes or
Reference

(c) Neutral kinetics (continued)
Ne2

+ NF3'

NeXe

+ Xe -

NeF ■

F

NeF

7.0 (-11)

+Ne + NF,

Xe2

i

1.0 (-10)

+ Ne

2.0 (+9)

+ Ne
Ne + F + F,

5.0 (-10)

i

Ne + F + NF.

5.0 (-11)

f

-» Xe + F + Ne
+ Xe
*
MeXeF +• F«
Ne + Xe + F + F,

5.0 (-10)

f

5.0 (-10)

i

NeXeF^ + NF3—*Ne + Xe + F + NF3

5.0 (-11)

i

Ne + Xe + F + Xe

1.0 (-10)

i

3.5 (-10)

j

3.8 (-10)

f

5.0 (-34)

j

5.0 (-10)

f

1.0 (-10)

f

5.0 (-10)

f

5.0 (-10)

f

1.0 (-10)

f

1.3 (-10)

J

4.4 (-32)

1

1.0 (-31)

1

NeF

+ F,

NeF

+ NF,

NeF

NeXeF

+ Xe

F + F

F

+ F2 —

F

+ NF3 -

F + NF

F

+ 2 Ne

NeF

2
3

+ Ne

(d) Penning lonization
Ne

+ Xe -

Xe

Ne

+ Xe ■

NeXe

Ne

+ Ne

Ne2

+ Xe

- Ne

+ e
+ e' + Ne

NeXe

Ne2' + Xe
+ Xe —

+ Ne

- Xe+ + e" + 2 Ne

Hi

f

+ e

Xe

+ e

+ e

+ Ne

+ F

(e) Dimer and trimer formation
Ne

+ 2 Ne

'Ne+ + Ne + Xe

Ne2

+ Ne

•— XeNe

+ Ne
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■_:r—

ii

Rate Constant,
cross section,
or lifetime

Notes or
Reference

2.0 (-31)

1

1.0 (-31)

1

1.0 (-31)

I

6.0 (-32)

f

1.7 (-13)

1

1.0 (-13)

1

+ 2 Ne

5.0 (-14)

m

+ Ne

5.0 (-14)

1

1.0 (+8) sec

f

+ Xe

5.0 (-14)

i

Xe2+ + Ne

5.0 (-14)

i

Ne

2.0 (-10)

1

Xe+ + 3 Ne

5.0 (-14)

i

5.0 (-10)

j

Reaction
(e) Dimer and trimer formation (continued)

*

Xe,

Xe

+ 2 Xe

Xe

+ Xe + Ne ■

Xe

+

Xe9

+ 2 Ne

Xe.

•NeXe

+ Ne
+ Ne

— Xe3

+ Xe + Na

Xe3+ + X« -

Xe

+ Ne

■Xe2+ + 2 Xe

(f) Charge Transfer
Ne+ + Xe
Ne2

Xe

+ Xe

+ Ne

Xe

Ne2+ + Xe

NeXe

XeNe —• NeXe
XeNe

Ne

XeNe

+ Xe

NeXe+ + Xe
Ne3+ + Xe
Ne

+

Ne2

» Xe,

+ NF3 —- NF3+ + 2 Ne

(g) Dissociative Recombination
*
+
Ne, + e *
+
Xe2 + e *
*
*

+
XeNe + e
NeXe
Ne3
Xe3

+

+

+ e

+ e

-

+ e-

Ne

+ Ne

2.5 (-8)

Xe

+ Xe

1.3 (-7)

n

Ne

+ Xe

6.0 (-8)

f

+ Ne

6.0 (-8)

f

Ne

+ 2 Ne

3.0 (-8)

f

Xe

+ 2 Xe

5.0 (-6)

f

Xe
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Rate Constant,
cross section,
or lifetime

Reaction
NF3

+ e

F

+ MF

a
Notes or
Reference

5.0 (-8)

j

1.0 (-6^

m

1.0 (-6)

f

1.0 C-6)

i

1.0 (-6)

f

1.0 (-6)

f

2 Ne + hV.

10 ns

f

.*. 2 Xe + hv.

33 ns

o

NeXe -

-* Ne + Xe + hv.

200 ns

i

NeF -

■*- Ne + F + Hv,

2.5 ns

j

20 ns

i

(h)

Ion-ion recombination

* +

*

Ne

+ F —

Ne2

+ F

XeNe

+

NeXe

*

Ne3

+

(i)

NeF

+ Ne

+ F

■* NeF

+ F

— NeXeF*

+ F ■

+ Xe

■(- 2 Ne

— NeF

Radiation

Ne2Xe2

NeXeF

(j)

— NeF

— Ne + Xe + F + hvr

Upper Laser Level Formation (neutral channel)

Xe

+ F2

Xe + m.

i

-*- XeF

+ F

7.5 (-10)

P

— XeF + m.

9.0 (-11)

P

■*■ XeF

7.5 (-10)

f

+ Xe + F

'xe2" + NF3

— XeF

+ Xe + NF,

9.0 (-11)

f

NeXe

+ F„

— XeF

+ Ne + F

7.5 (-10)

f

NeXe

+ NF,

9.0 (-11)

f

(k)
*

Xe

-* XeF

+ Ne + NF,

Upper Laser Level Formation (ion channel)
+

+ F

XeFV

1.0 (-6)
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m

Rate Constant,
cross section,
or lifetime

Notes or
Reference

1.0 (-6)

m

+ Ne

1.0 (-6)

f

+2 Xe

10 (-6)

f

Reaction

*

Xe„

+

NeXe

+ F

XeF

+ F

XeF

Xe3+ + F"

(1)

+ Xe

—XeF

Upper Laser Level Quenching

XeF

+ F,

Xe + F + F,

3.8 (-10)

XeF

+ NF,

•— Xe + F + NF,

2.8 (-11)

XeF

+ Ne

XeF

+ Xe

XeF

+ Xe + Ne

NeXeF
•2Xe + F

XeF* + 2 Xe

(m)

7.7 (-13)
3.3 (-11)

► 2Xe + F + Ne
3 Xe + F

2.0 (-31)

f

2.4 (-29)

Laser Radiation and Oscillation

XeF

XeF + hv.

14.25 ns

r, s

XeF

XeF + hv,

14.25 ns/Q

s

14 l,2

t

UÄ2

t

9.6 ns

u

Xe + F + Ne

3.0 (- 12)

V

-— XeF + Ne

2.3 (- 33)

w

m

*

XeF

XeF + 2 hv,

+ hv.

XeF + hvä

hv,
XeF + Ne
Xe + F + Ne

— XeF

hv

(n) Absorption of Laser Radiation (X • 351 nm)
F2 + h^
T* + hv.

■* F + e
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6.6 (-5) .V

x

0.02 {*

y

Reaction

Rate Constant,
cross section,
or lifetime

Note« or
Reference

Ne+ + Ne

0.005 h

z

Ne. + hV.
+ ^ J1.

Ne

+ 2 Ne

0.005 I

f

Ne„

+ Xe

0.24 A2

z

Xe2 + hv(

— Xe

Notes on Table 2
'
Reactl»S P-cded bv an asterisk contrtbute (t. th. »ode» »ore than
5, « the fomatton rate or depletion rate of at least one species.
Thl,

contribution Is computed at the peak of the pump pulse »hen a

,uasl-equlUbrlum s .ate Is obralned.
+3 .-1 „r ,_+6 s"1 for tvo-and threeUnits of rate constants are cm
s
or cm

a
'

bodvreactic
t.

„s.

respectively.

Cross sections are In cm2 and lifetimes

Unless otherwise noted, the rate constant Is listed.

N^ber

in parentheses is exponent to the base 10.
b.

Cross section in cm

listed.

0,

e-beam pumping cross sections are derived from electron energy
position calculations carried out „1th a center code developed
MPT
These «xi«««*^
effective cross sections are a function
by D. B. Brown at. NRL.
These

f*m Ke\
Ke\M), cocai
total s*»
«as oressure
(3 at^l,) , gas mixture
of e-beam energy (30Ü
.
(Ne/Xe/NF3 = 99.76/0.18/0.06^. and laser geometrv.
d.

NF3 and F2 attachment rate for electrons of a few eV is guessed to
be about the same.

e.

.

M^,

■on.Qi'yfi'iJ-')

W. L. Nighan, et al., U. T. Report No. R77.9_-617 -,

United Tech-

n
rast Hartford,
Conn. 06108 (1977V
nologies Research1. Corp.,
East
Harrror
f.

Guessed by analogy.
77

.

Mil i

■

11. ll. Nakaao, et

al,. SlU Report No, MP 78-99, Stanford Research

Institute, Menlo Park. Oallf,

(December l^TGV

h.

C.

A. Bran, to he puhltshed.

t.

Guessed.

j.

D. 1.. HuestLs, private communtcation {1971}.

k.

Predissoclation rate constant in units of |

I.

A. V. Phelps, JTLA Data Memo No.
Astrophysics. Boulder. Colo.

m.

I.. Joint Institute for Laboratory

(May L977).

M. A. Blondl and J. N. Bardslay. private communication (i1977,i.
0.

A. Brau, to be published.

D. C. Lorentz. et al. SRI Report No. MP 73-2. Stanford Research
[natttute, Menlo Park, Calif.

(1973).

P-

J. Velasco, et al.. J. Chem. Phvs. 65, 3475 (1976).

q.

J. Q, Kden and R. W. Waynant, to be published in J. Chem Phvs.

r.

J. 0, Eden and R. W. Wavnant. to be published in Optics Letters 2,

(,1^78^

(January 1978^ .
s.

The laser cavity solid angle, Cl, waj chosen to be 4 n x 10

sterra-

dians for the ruaa discussed here.
hv- represents side fluorescence photons while hv, represents intracavttv

photons traveling nearlv parallel to the laser axis.

Stimulated emission cross section. rg_
Cavltv lifetime.

-1

- (c;2* ^

Ll listed.

T . in the constant gsin approximation is given
c
''n ^R.Ro^

for a cavitv length. '

refleccivitv product. R-R,,, of 50";..

, of 100 cm and

Photons transmitted bv the out-

put mirror are designated bv hV i
This rate was varied to fit the experiment, see text.
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X.

S, C. Lin. vmpubUshed notes iMav 1977),
R. K. IttUAMbfTI and R. C, Vo.el. J, Am. Chem. Soc.

7h,

101 (1955)

A. Mandl, Phvs. Rev. A 1. 251 (1971).
z.

W. WadC, Fifth Coat, on Cheuücal and Molecular Lasers. St. Louis

(April, 1977).
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Block diagram of present version of the kinetics code for
modeling rare gas halide laser systems. Dashed arrows
designate information provided by the user while solid arrows
designate internal communications from one part of the code
to another.
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Figure J.

ABSORPTION BY
OTHER SPECIES

Energy flow diagram for an e-beara pumped XeF laser in neon
diluent showing the dominant pathways from initial e-beam
excitation to laser output. Wavy arrows designate loss
channels for excited species through fluorescence radiation.
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Effect of the value assumed for the XeF(X) deactivation rate
constant on the predicted intrinsic laser output efficiency
The open circle and the temperature scale are
re discussed in the
text.
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Figure L,

Measured transient absorptions of the XeF laser wavelength
in four different e-beam pumped gas mixtures compared with
computed relative densities of selected transient species
for these same mixtures. The laser mix ratio is Ne/Xe/NF.,
99.76/0.18/0.06. The total pressure in all cases is 5 atm.
Pumping was done by a 300 keV e-beam with
A/cm^ incident
to the active laser volume.
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LONG PULSE RARE GAS HALIDE LASER
(Experimental")

Introduction
The final results for the electron beam pumped (E-beam only XeF
laser were presented in the last report.

At that time, it was neces-

sary to infer the existence of a substantial optical absorption within
the laser medium itself in order to explain the operation of the XeF
laser in argon diluent.

During this reporting we have measured on line

gain and background absorption.

Substantial optical absorption is

observed when the rare gases alone are irradiated.

This absorption Is

attributed to the excited state species of the particular rare gases
which are irradiated and ehe magnitude of this absorption is a function
of both wavelength and energy input to the gas.

This transient optical

absorption is reduced when the laser constituents are added.

The influ-

ence of the diluent gas on the XeF laser is discussed in Section A.
We observe that for the electron beam pumped XeF laser the optical
absorption within the laser medium is eliminated when neon is used as
the diluent.

In addition, with neon, the threshold pumping current

which is required to obtain stimulated emission is significant^
lower.

This results in improved output power and efficiency.

These

findings indicated that improved operation could be achieved for the
electron beam controlled (with sustained XeF laser in neon diluent.

m

Unlike the electron beam pumped laser, an electron beam controlled XeF
laser is less constrained by limitations such as foil heating and the
basic inefficiencies of electron guns.

For these rsasoai, it may be

the system of choice in scaling to higher average powers.

The prelimi-

nary results for the electron beam controlled XeF laser in neon diluent
are contained in Section (1).

Since absorption in pure neon is observed

to be less than that in pure argon over a large region of the UV spectrum (249 nm to 363 ma) neon was substituted for argon as the diluent
in the electron beam pumped KrF laser.

The preliminary results for the

electron beam pumped KrF laser are discussed in Section (C).
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THE INFLUENCE OF DILUENT GAS ON THE XeF LASER

L. F. Champagne and N. W. Harris
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C.
20375

Substitution of neon for argon as the diluent gas in electron-beampumped XeF lasers allows increased optical extraction energies of 2.8
jl'1 and efficiencies of 1.8%.

The improved performance in neon diluent

is due to a reduction of the optical absorption in the laser medium
which occurs at the laser wavelength.

This optical absorption is shown

to be present when the rare gases alone are irradiated.
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in a recent paper1 we reported the long-pulse operation of an
electron-bean.-p.unped XeF laser la argon diluent.

Analysis of the laser

performance indicated that the output power was limited by transient
absorption processes which occur at the laser wavelength during the
excitation pulse.

This transient absorption, in rare-gas halide lasers,

which occurs in both e-beam-controlled discharges, has been observed
elsewhere at several selected wavelengths from 249 to 450 MR. *
in this paper, we report detailed measurements of the extent of these
absorption processes and of the XeF laser gain and performance in both
argon and neon diluents with e-beam pumping.

Experimental results

indicate that transient absorption is due to processes which occur in
the pure rare gases and that the effect of these processes can be reduced or eliminated in the presence of the laser constituents.

In argon,

the laser gain is offset by absorption losses which are more severe at
higher input energies.

However, in neon diluent, the absorption losses

are lower and are observed to be independent of input energy.

The

replacement of the argon diluent by neon increases the electrical
efficiency (energy extracted/energy deposited^ of the XeF laser at the
maximum

output power from 0.5 to 1.3% and the volumetric output from

0.8 to 2.8 J/''-.
The experimental apparatus, which was described previously. '
is a 1-m laser chamber equipped with 2.2-cm-diam Brewster-angle windows.^
Electron-beam pulses of 1 .sec width and variable intensity up to 8 A/cm2
were delivered to the gas.

A pulsed ion laser similar to that described

by Simons and Witte3 was used to probe the discharge.

An argon ion

line at 364 nm and a neon ion line at 338 nm9 were used to measure the
87

loss on either side of line center.

A prism was placed at the output

of the probe laser to select the required probe wavelength.
and loss is measured using a discharge-pumped XeF laser
argon ion line at 351.1 nm.

On-line gain

as well as an

The gain measured by the XeF laser is 30?o

greater than that measured by the argon ion laser.

This higher value

for the gain is thought to be more representative of the gain on line
center for the e-beam-pumped XeF laser and is reported below.
The probe pulse is monitored by SF photodiodes before and after
the laser chamber.

A long optical path length between the chamber and

the output diode is used to reduce the fluorescence signal to less than
10% of the laser signal.
Figure 1 is a plot of gain and absorption for the XeF laser as a
function of energy deposited in the gas by the electron beam as calculated
bv the method used in Ref. 11.

Absorption is measured in both the pure

rare gas and the optimum laser mixture.

For the argon diluent gas at

maximum output power, the optimum operating pressure is 2.5 atm and the
optimum concentration is Ar;Xe:NF3::99.5:0.36:0.12.

Since the stopping

power of neon is about one-half that of argon, the measurements in neon
were performed at 5 atm, in order to keep the energy deposited in the
gas bv the electron beam equal for the two diluents.
There is no significant difference in the measured gain at the laser
wavelength for the two diluents.

Also, comparable absorption losses are

measured at the laser wavelength when either pure argon or neon is irradiated.

This absorption is observed to increase with energy input to

the gas and is alwavs greater than the absorption in the laser gas mixture.

Absorption levels measured on either side of line center were

the same within experimental error for both the argon and neon laser
mixtures.

With the addition of the laser gas constituents, the loss

is reduced but while it is essentially eliminated in the neon diluent
thert; is still a significant loss in the argon diluent.

These data

indicate the existence of collisional processes which either remove an
absorbing species or prevent its formation.
Figure 2 plots the optical absorption in both argon and neon as a
function of xenon concentration.
laser wavelength.

All measurements are taken at the

With small additions of xenon to argon and neon a

reduction in the optical absorption, is observed which is significantlylarger in the neon case.

In argon the decrease in absorption is attri-

buted to charge transfer to xenon which reduced the formation of the
absorbing species ^presumed to be Ar,, ) .

In neon, Penning ionization

reactions are introduced and appear to provide an additional channel by
which a precursor to or actual absorbing species is removed.

The possi-

ble reactions are
Ne (S« «> + Xt •* R«(lft*) + Xe

(I)

+ e.

For both argon and neon, as the concentration of xenon increases the
optical absorption increases, indicating that a new absorbing species
involving xenon is being introduced.

As the concentration is increased

the reaction
js

Xe" + Xe +• M ■» Xet + M

leads to the formation of Xe., whose cross section for absorption at the
laser wavelength is known to be very large.

12

This strong correlation

between xenon concentration and Xe,, absorption sets an upper limit to
the amount of xenon which can be used in the XeF laser.
ftQ

Figure 3 shows the variation in output power as a function of
mirror coupling for both argon and neon diluent.

Other conditions are

as for Fig. 1 with the energy input kept constant at 153 j/t.

With the

gain and loss data described above, the isaturation intensity was calculated using the method of Ref.

1.

This gives a saturation intensity of

9.32 ml cm" for argon diluent and 0.37 MW/cm" for neon diluent.

These

values agree within the experimental uncertainties, thus providing additional indication that the difference in laser performance between the
diluents can be attributed to changes in the loss processes rather than
to the gain processes.
The most striking difference between the two diluents is seen in
Fig. 4 where efficiency is shown as a function of pressure.

The effi-

ciency attained with neon rises with pressure up to the limit of the
apparatus (5 ttffi), whereas the efficiency using argon falls.
argon diluent the output

For the

irror coupling was optimized at each pressure

to take account of the change in absorption with pressure.

The absorp-

tion in neon is small and constant and hence the optimum coupling did
not change with pressure.

When neon is used as the diluent, the gas

composition is not kept constant but is optimized at each operating
pressure.

It was found that the maximum output power was obtained with

constant number densities of 6 x 1016/cm3 for NF3 and 1.8 x 10 '/cm
for Xe.
of NF

The output power was much more sensitive to the number density
and Xe for the neon diluent than for the argon diluent.

The

maximum output energy from this laser using argon diluent was 0.31 J at
a pressure of 2.5 atm which corresponds to an efficiency of 0.5". Usin?
neon diluent the maximum energy measured was 1,08 J with an efficiency
^0

■■:::. -.^-Zl

'

of 1.8% at a pressure of 5 atm.

The active volume is 0.38.1.

We have demonstrated much improved efficiency (1.8%) and optical
energy extraction (2.8 J^'1) by substituting aeon for argon as the
diluent in the XeF laser.

The improvement is shown to be due to a

reduction in the optical absorption in the medium.

The magnitude of

this optical absorption is dependent on which rare gases are used and on
their relative concentrations.

Work presently in

progress includes

identifying the details of the loss mechanism and investigating the
effect of diluent gas on an electron-beam-controlled discharge XeF laser.
The authors are grateful for the many helpful discussions with
N. Djeu, T. Finn, and L. Palumbo, and for the technical assistance
rendered by D. M. Shores and R. DeLoatch.
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ELECTRON BEAM CONTROLLED. NEON STABLILIZED XeF LASER

L. F. Champdgne
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington. D. C.
20375

To be mibllshed In Proceedings of the Colloquium on High Power
Lasers ard Applications. "Laser 77" Congress, Munich, uermanv, 20-22

June 1*71.

High power and efficiencv lias been demonstrated tor the long pulse
electron beam pumped rare gas halide lasers [1-5].

However, in orH:r

to seile these laser svstems limitations such as foil heating and inefficiencies of electron guns must be overcome.

The electvon beam controlled

XeF laser is less constrained by these limitations anu for this reason
mav be the system of choice in going to high average powers.

In this

paper we will discuss the operation of the electron beam controlled XeF
laser and compare its performance with that of the electron beam pumped
laser.
Much of what has bean learned about the electron beam pumped XeF
laser applies to the electron beam controlled svstem.

The threshold

pumping currents required for stimulated emission are significantW
lower when neon is used as the diluent in place of argon.

This sub-

stitution of neon for argon also improves the operation of the laser bv
97

reducing the optical absorption In the laser medium.

In addition, the

electron beam controlled discharge exhibits Improved discharge stability
when neon Is used as the diluent due to Its lower Ionisation efflclencv.
In an applied electric field energies 4 times that deposited bv the
e-beam alone Increase laser output bv a factor of 3.5,

However, to date

the efficiency for the e-beam controlled system Is sllghtlv lower than
for the directly pumped e-beam system.
The experimental apparatus, which has been described In more detail
previously [1], consists of a 1 meter laser chamber with a 2,2 cm optical
aperture.

A pulsed rare gas Ion laser similar to that described by

Simmons and Witte [61 probes Che discharge.

An argon Ion line at 364 nm

and a neon Ion line at 338 nm are used to measure absorption on either
side of line center.
pumped XeF laser [7].

On line gain and loss Is measured with a discharge
The probe pulse Is monitored with S-5 photodlodes

placed before and after the laser chamber.
Figure 1 Is a plot of gain and absorption for the XeF laser as a
function of energy deposited Into the gas by the electron beam.

The

energv deposited Into the gas Is calculated bv the method used In Ref.
[1],

Absorption Is measured In both the pure rare gas and the optimum

laser mixture.

For the argon diluent laser mixture at maximum output

power, the optimum operating pressure is 2.5 atmospheres and the optimum concentration Is Ar:Xe:NF3;:99.5:0.12.

Since the stopping power of

neon Is about one-half that of argon, all measurements In neon were performed at 5 atmospheres. In order to keep the energv deposited Into the
gas bv the electron beam equal for the two diluents.

The neon diluent

composition at 5 atmospheres Is Ne:X*»:NF3: ; 99. 76 :0. IS; 0. 06.
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There is no significant difference in the measured gain at the laser
wavelength for the two diluents.

Also, comparable absorption losses are

measured at the wavelength when either pure argon or neon is irradiated
and this absorption is observed to increase with energv input to the gas.
Absorption levels measured on either side of line center are the same
within experimental error for both argon and xenon laser mixtures.

The

major differences are that the absorption is less in the laser gas mixture than in the pure rare gases and that the absorption in neon diluent is significantlv less than in argon diluent.

These data indicate

that a species formed from the rare gas only causes the absorption and
that collisional processes between the rare gas and the laser constituents
either remove an absorbing species or prevent its formation.
Figure 2 plots the optical absorption in both argon and neon as a
function of xenon concentration.
laser wavelength.

Absorption levels are measured at the

With small additions of xenon to argon and neon a

reduction in the optical absorption is observed which is significantly
larger in the neon case.

In argon the decrease in absorption is attri-

buted to charge transfer which reduces the formation of the absorbing
species presumed to be Ar^

[8].

In neon. Penning ioniration provides

an additional channel by which a precursor to or an actual absorbing
species is removed.

The possible reactions are

Ne" ttfoj') + Xe - Ne (Stj) ♦ Xe+ + e.

W

For both argon and neon as the concentration of xenon increases the
optical absorption increases indicating that a new absorbing species
involving xenon is being introduced.

As the concentration is increased

the reaction
99
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Xe

+ Xe + M -♦ Xe.,

+ M,

leads to the formation ot Xe,

^
wtiose cross section for absorption at

the laser wavelength is known to be very large [f],
lation between xenon concentration and Xe„

This strong corre-

absorption sets an upper

limit to the amount of xenon which can be used in the XeF laser.
Figure 3 is a plot of output power and efficiencv as a function of
applied electric field for the electron beam controlled laser.

The

operating pressure is 3 atmospheres and data is plotted for one microsecond optical pulses.

In this experiment, the Ne Xe ratio is kept

constant and the amount of NF, is varied.
As the concentration of NF^ is increased, the maximum value of
the applied electric field for which a one microsecond optical pulse
can be maintained also increases.
enhancement decreases.

However,

the output power snd laser

At highcir applied electric fields, the sustained

discharge cannot be maintained for one microsecond.
an electric field the energy extracted is 1.8 J-l"
as much energy as that for e-beam pumping alone.

In the presence of
which is 3.5 times

In order to obtain

this laser enhancement the energy input to the gas was increased bv |
factor of fi\'e which results in a reduced overall efficiency of the
laser system.

Most efficient operation and best energy extraction for

the e-beam controlled laser occurs for that concentration which vlelds
the best energy extraction and efficiency for pure e-beam pumping.

At

3 atmospheres twice as much energy can be obtained from the controlled
system as from the electron beam pumped laser under optimum conditions.
Table 1 lists the operating characteristics of the electron beam
controlled XeF laser when operating at 3 atmospheres,
100

Of note here is

that most of the energy Is delivered by the sustalner.
Higher average powers can be obtained at slightly less efficiency
under electron beam controlled operation. Significant laser enhancements can be achieved from the neon diluent electron beam controlled
XeF laser.

When neon is used as the diluent in place of argon threshold

pumping currents are lower and optical absorption at the laser wavelength is significantly reduced.
Table 1

Electron beam controlled XeF laser

operating Pressure

3.0 ATM

Composition

NF3:Xe:Ne
0.06:0.18:99.76

Optimum Transmission

50%

Output Energy

1.8 J-l

Efficiency

0.8%

Measured Gain

1.85%-cm'1 [4 ATM]

Laser Enhancement

3.5:1

Energy Deposited by the Fun [E ]

46 J-',.-1

Energy Deposited by the Sustainer [E ]

184 J-^.,-1

E

.-1

+ E

_S

t
E

S

Current Density Due to the Electron Beam [Jb'

6 AMPS-cm

Current Density Due to the Sustainer [Js]

120 AMPS-cm'
20:1

Js: Jb

1.01

■KMwJ.fttOTi^fe.'.ftrr.'i-

.
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C.

Electron Baam Pumped Krl' Laser Li\ Neoii Diluent
When neon is vised in place of arson as the diluent tor the electron

beam pumped KrF laser we observe increased extraction etticiencv and
comparable output energy tor optical pulse lengths in the rai^e from
0.5 to 15

.sec.

In preliminarv experiments with the pure rare gases

the transient absorption in pure argon was observed to be 1 . 2";,, cm as
compared to O.TVoffl in neon when irradiated bv the electron beam.

In

this experiment absorption is measured at the laser wavelength ^24« m)
and the energy input to the two rare gases is experimenta 11 v equal.

..e

also observe that for the laser mixture, the threshold pumping current
required to obtain stimulated emission is reduced bv a factor of two
when neon is used as diluent in place of argon.
FigureMcompares the efflciencv of the electron beam pumped KrF
laser for the two diluents as a function of total pressure.

The KrF

laser is first optimized for maximum output power and efflciencv in
argon diluent by varving output coupling, total pressure and gas
composition.

Then the laser is operated with neon as the diluent.

Under these conditions when the total pressure is increased from two
to three atmospheres in neon while keeping the concentration of krvpton
and fluorine constant, comparable energy can be extracted ft-m the L«ttr
but less energy is being absorbed bv the gas.

The optimum output cou-

pling is the same for both diluents (T - .31).

A difference between the

argon and neon is that the neon metastable atom (? 16.6 ev is sufficiently
energetic to ionize krvpton (U.l evV

At LI.6 ev the argon metastable

is not sufficiently energetic to ionize krvpton.
are:

The possible reactions

+

Ne '(NO + Kr -* Kr
This Ls a new

+ St(Ht2) + •"-

channel for forming a precursor to the excited state

species together with a

reduction in optical absorption could account

for the improved efficiency (- 2«) of the KrF laser.
Table 1 compares the operation of the electron beam pumped KrF
laser for the two diluents.

Table 1

Pressure

3 atm
Ne:Kr;F^

2 atm

97.2:2.7:0.1

Composition

Ar;Kr:Fo
95.85:4"0:0.15

Optical Pulselength

0. 5 .. sec

0.5

Optimum Transmission

T - .31

T - .31

4.2 J-t

4,2 J-t

Extracted Energy

6.07o

56 J-l'

Efficiency
Input Energy

70 J-t

•L

1.5%
1.1% - cm

-1

Small Signal Gain
- 2.7 MW - cm
Saturation Intensity

- 0.05% - cm"
Transient Absorption

»Mil .ItMl ^l. U «..«rt using a discharge p™p«l KrF User
M

pro., «h. alecrron boa» ««roUed dl.*....

Bv using .he observed

ooupung U is posslhte « ...i«» «K. s.turatlo„ In.ensU. and ««•
.lent absorption to first order bv MkUf a two parameter fit to the
„odlfled Rlgrod equation for high gain Users «1th transient absorption.
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(l-A)
sat

where g

L

"

üne

i - yTr
1 - I l-A) Ji

goL+ln

2
(l-A^ ^

Pass Saln

2

1_(1_A")~ ■ one pass loss
I
sat

■ saturation intensltv

r - mirror reflectivity
The improved efficiency for the KrF laser in neon diluent ('- 25%)
is observed for optical pulse lengths ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 microseconds (Figure N1) but occurs only over a narrow pressurs range.
Since we have reduced the amount of energy input to the gas by the
electron beam which is required to obtain maximum output power we expect
that with the addition of a oontroUid discharge, laser enhancement (1,1.)
for the electron beam controlled KrF laser should also be improved.
Laser enhancement is related to the discharge enhancement by

L.E. «C

E
«

!■ E

8
where E

is the energv input to the gas bv the sustainer and E
s

energy input to the gas by the gun.
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ELECTRON ENERGY DEPOSITION IN THE RARE GASES

Summarv;
A one dvmenston«! cr^e which includes scattering was used to
calculate energy deposition in He. Ne. Ar, Kr, and Xe for incident
electron energies of 150 - 400 keV.
Background:
Electron beam devices are used to excite laser gases.

Energy

deposition calculations can be utilised to determine laser efflclencv
and to determine the mechanism for laser emission.

Energy deposition

calculations are also an essential consideration in the design of
large scale lasers with a high overall efflclencv.

In a large scale

laser It Is desirable to absorb a major fraction of the beam energy
without a significant gradient In the deposition uniformity. The growing Interest In electron beam pumped lasers and electron beam-sustalner
pumped lasers motivated the writing of this section as a follow-on to
Reference U^-

Reference one described the features of Transport

Electron Program ^>TEP,) developed bv D. B. Brown, In detail.

A limited

set of deposition data was also given.
Ob lectlve:
The purpose of this section Is to provide a more complete set of
easv-to-use deposition tables for pure rare gases.

A sample calcula-

tion for a tvplcal laser case Is presented.
Calculations:
TEP treats the movement of a high energy electron from l vacuum

111

inf.o a target with a finite thickness and with Infinite dimensions in
the directions perpendicular to incident electron direction. The target
thickness is divided into 41 slabs.

In the work reported here the slab

thickness was chosen to be a convenient pressure-distance product.
Table 1 shows the slab thickness as well as the other input data required to execute TEP.

In Table I

the atomic mass, and V.

and V

, 2 is the atomic number, A is

are the energies (to kt?) of the k and

L X-ray absorption edges respectively.

The TEP output is d isplaved in

Table - as a function of rare gas and Incident electron energy.

The

data Is presented as the number of Siloelectron watts of energv
deposited in each of the 41 slabs.
Figures 0-Q show plots of the computed output data.

The energv

sum over all 41 slabs is less than the incident electron energy because
there is a finite probability that an electron will be backscattered
out of the target.

In He the backscattering is small while in Xe it

is * significant fraction of the incident electron energy.

The heading,

"electron remaining," indicates the fraction of the incident electrons
which remain in the target.

At an incident electron energy of 200 keV

in He, 1.3":, of the electrons are backscattered and carry 4.0 keV out of
the target.

In Xe 41.8" of the electrons are backscattered and carrv

61.5 keV out of the target.
Use of the data in Table 2:
In an electron beam device, s thin foil entrance window is used
Co separate the high pressure rare gas from the vacuum region.

The

energv absorption by the foil can be and should be taken into consideration.

A specific example will now be cited to demonstrate the use of

_.

the TEP calculations.

The example problem Is to determine the energy

deposited In 2000 torr Argon by a I kj, 300 keV e-heam with a 10 x 100
cm cross section.

The entrance window Is 0.00254 cm titanium.

pulse duration Is one ..sec.

The

First, the titanium toll has a mass thtok-

ness of 0.01143 g,'cm" from Its densltv of 4.5 g/cm.

From Table I the

mass thickness of 1,000 torr-cm of Argon is 0.176/41 divided bv 2 or
2
.00215 g/cm'.

Thus 0.00254 cm Tt is approximately equivalent to

(0.01143/.00215^ x 1000 or 5320 torr - cm
closeness In atomic number.

of Ar because of their

For Ar. Fig. P reveals that the deposition

rate has risen to 1.4 eV/torr - cm at 5320 torr equivalent Ar.

The

deposition Into the first centimeter of the Ar gas at the given pressur«
of 2000 torr Is 2000 x M - IS.8 keV or 6.3";. of the total beam energv
per unit area which Is I J.'cm" assuming a parallel beam.

Therefore

63 raj are dropped into first one cm" next to the foil.
In the second
3
cm the energy has peaked at 61 mJ and in the tenth the energy has
dropped to 37 mJ.

Similarly 5.47 of the beam energv or 54 mJ Is

loaded Into the foil.

A repeat of these calculations at 200 and 400

keV would show a trade-off between the desired deposition unlformlty
and the unwarranted deposition In the foil.
The TEP code can be used to select an e-beam device for an exrn-ii.ient or to compare laser efficiency values from one device to another
bv normalizing laser pulse energy to deposited energy rather than to
stored energy in the capacitor bank.

The TEP code can be used to cal-

culate the production of excited states.

Division of the energy bv the

D value which the energy required to form one Ion pair bv a high energy
electron yields the ion production rate.

For the example of 2000 torr

113
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Ar,

w

- 26 aV and 1.51 x 1016 ions and electrons are BBHit in the

1 .Jclons pulse in the first cm3 behind the foil.

The ion production

rate is needed to model an e-beam excited laser.
Some words of caution are required about the interpretation of
the TEP output.

The TEP output is one dimensional.

In the example

it was assumed that scattering did not increase the beam cross sectional area.

In fact scattering will increase the beam area depending on

the target Z and the beam shape.

For example a thin beam in Ar will

have about a 90° field angle divergence.

The energy deposited near

the foil will be close to the calculated value but 10 cm away the
calculated value will be too high.
It is hoped that this discussion will be helpful to laser researchers
interested in improving their understanding -f e-beam deposition without having to run their own complex and time-consuming codes.
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Table 2
Energy Deposition as a Function of Rare
Gas and Incident Electron Energy

Uo

.

Helium
200 keV electron energy
32,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.987
electron remaining
Slab
(1) .2193E+02
(6) .2151E+02
(11).1332E+01
(16).9710E-02
(21).1286E-04
(26).3989E-08
(31).3390E-12
(36,).8684E-17
(41).7090E-22

keV
(2) .2770E+02
(7) .1506E+02
(12).5806E+00
(17').2927E-02
(22).2852E-05
(27).6762E-09
(32).4493E-13
(37).9127E-18

(3) .3124E+02
(8) .9491E+01
(13) .2335E+00
(IS) .8268E-03
(23) .5983E-06
(28) .1090E-09
(33) ,5681E-14
(38) .9168E-19

(4) .3115E+02
(9) .54r:E+01
(14).8697E-01
(19).2192E-03
(24).1188E-06
(29).1670E-10
(34).6854E-15
(39).8802E-20

(5) .2745E+02
(10) .2807E+01
(15) .3010E-01
(20) .5469E-04
(25) .2235E-07
(30) .2438E-11
(35) .7894E-16
(40) .8080E-21

Helium
250 keV electron energy
32,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.989 electron remaining
Slab
(1) .1818E+02
(6) .2888E+02
(11).7480E+01
(16).3046E+00
(21).2489E-02
(26).4975E-05
(31).2787E-08
(36).4771E-12
(41).2624E-16

keV
(2) .2213E+02
(7) .2578E+02
(12).4538E+01
(17).1315E+00
(22).7994E-03
(27).1228E-05
(32).5396E-09
(37).7340E-13

(3) .2602E+02
(8) .2127E+02
(13) .2561E+01
(18) .5331E-01
(23) .2431E-03
(28) .2884E-06
(33) .9971E-10
(38) .1080E-13
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(4) .2887E+02
(9) .1623E+02
(14).1347E+01
(19).2035E-01
(24).7007E-04
(29).6446E-07
(34).1759E-10
(39).1513E-14

(5) .2996E+02
(10).1145E+02
(15).6621E-t-00
(20).7324E-02
(25).1916E-04
(30).1373E-07
(35).2964E-U
(40).2042E-15

im

Helium
300 keV electron energy
32,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.990 electron remaining

keV

Slab
(1) .1604E+02
(6) .2822E+02
(ll).1763E+02
(16).2579E+01
(21).Ö827E-01
(26).7894E-03
(31).2045E-05
(36).1650E-08
(41).4324E-12

(2) .1872E+02
(7) .2853E+02
(12).1353E+02
(17).1470E+01
(22).3812E-01
(27).2641E-03
(32).5393E-06
(37).3467E-09

(3) .2157E+02
(8) .2747E+02
(13).9780E+01
(lS).7915E+00
(23).1562E-Ol
(28).8417E-04
(33).1358E-06
(33).6968E-10

(4) .2437E+02
(9) .2508E+02
(14).6657E+01
(19).4026E+00
(24).b075E-02
(29).2556E-04
(34),3267E-07
(39).1339E-10

(5) .2672E+02
(10).2165E+02
(15).4268E+01
(20).1937E+OO
(25) 2246E-02
(30) 7402E-05
(35) 7509E-08
(40).2463E-11

Helium
400 keV
32,000
0.991

electron energy
torr-cm slab thickness
electron remaining

Slab
(1) .I384E+02
(6) .2172E402
(ll).2635E+02
(16).1734E+02
(21).4458E+01
(26).383lE+00
(31).1076E-01
(36).1006E-03

keV
(2) .1531E+02
(7) .2330E+02
(12).2576E+02
(17).1436E+02
(22).2984E+01
(27).2050E+00
(32).4613E-02
(37).3468E-04

(3) .1671E+02
(8) .2467E+02
(13).2450E+02
(18).1142E+02
(23).1911E+01
(2S).1049E+00
(33).1892E-02
(38).1145E-04

(41).31561-0«
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(4) .1834F.+02
(9) .2572E:-02
(14).2260E+02
(19).8715E+01
(24).1170E+01
(29^.5133E-01
(34).7431E-03

(5) .2004E+02
(10) 2631E+02
(15).2016E+02
(20).6371E+01
(25).6847E+00
(30).2403E-01
(35).:794E-03
(39).3621S-0S (40).l097E-05

•»'

Neon
200 keV electron energy
4,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.880 electro,i remaining
Slab
(1) . lb64E+02
(6) . 1974E+02
(11). 4634E+01
(16). 2686E+00
(21). 4200E-02
(26). 2009E-04
(31). 3276E-07
(36). 1983E-10
(41). 47021-14

keV
(2) .2121E+Ö2
(7) .1653E+02
(12).2928E+01
(17).1293E+00
(22).1580E-02
(27).6046E-05
(32).8039E-08
(37)..4025E-11

2342E+02
130qE+02
1749E+01
5915E-01
(23) 5675E-03
(28) 1744E-05
(33) 1897E-08
(38).7874E-12

(3)
(8) .
(13)
(18),

(4) .2365E+02
(9) .^800E+01
(14).9888E+00
(19).2572E-01
(24).1948E-03
(29).4829E-06
(34).4308E-09
(39).1485E-12

(5) .2226E+02
(10).6933E+01
(15).5293E+00
(20).1065E-01
^25).6393E-04
(30).1283E-06
(35).9419E-10
(40).2704E-13

.9352E+01
.115^E+02
.1070E+02
.7903E+01
.4264E-t-01
.1/C3E+01
.2822E+00
.2800E-01

(5) .1009E+02
(10).1157E+O2
(15).1027E+02
(20).7193E+01
(25).3586E+01
r30).1107E+01
O5).1879E4-00
(40).1590E-01

Neon
250 keV electron energy
4,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0,889 electron remaining
Slab
(1) .6138E+01
(6) .1068E+02
(ll).1149E+02
(16).9768E+01
(21).6458E+01
(26).2959E+01
(31).8171E+00
(36).1218E+00
(41).780bE-02

keV
(2) .7588E+01
(7) .1111E+02
(12).1131E+02
(17).9202E+01
(22).5715E+01
(27).2392E+01
(32).5882E+0Ü
(37).7680E-01

(3) .8366E+01
(8) .1140E+02
(13).1105E+02
(18).8577E+01
(23).4978E+01
(28).1893E+01
(3").4128E+00
(38).4709E-01

(4)
(9)
(14)
(19)
(24)
(29)
(34)
(39)
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Neon
300 keV electron energy
4,000 torr-cm slab thickness
o'.888 electron remaining
keV

Slab
(1) .1225E+02
(6) .2060E+02
(ll).l676E+02
(16).7929E+01
(21).1843E+01
(26).1857E+00
(31).7792E-02
(36).1368E-03
(41).9685E-06

(2) . 1524E+02
(7) . 2058E+02
(12). 1514E+02
(17). 6303E+01
(22). 1248E+01
(27). 1057E+00
(32). 3720E-02
(37). 5498E-04

(3) .1739E+02
(8) .2013E+02
(13).1337E+02
(18).4862E+01
(23).8l68Bf00
(28).5805E-01
(33).1715E-02
(38).2137E-04

(4) .1907E+02
(9) .1931E+02
(14).1153E+02
(19).3635E+01
(24).5l63E+00
(29).3079E-01
(34).7641E-03
(39).8027E-05

(5) .2012E+02
(10).1817E+02
(15).9694E+01
(20).2631E+01
(25).3152E+00
(30).1576E-01
(35).3289E-03
(40).2909E-05

Neon
400 keV electron energy
4,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0,.895 electron remaining
Slab
(1) .1021E+02
(6) .1735E+02
(ll).1856E+02
(16).1568E+02
(21).1034E+02
(26).47i8E+01
(31).1321E+01
(36).1991E+00
(41).1292E-01

keV
(2) . 1251E+02
(7) . 1804E+02
(12). 1825E+02
(17). 1476E+02
(22). 9147E+01
(27). 3843E+01
(32). 9529E+00
(37). 1253E+00

(3) .1368E+02
(8) .1849E+02
(13).1780E+02
(18).1374E+02
(23).7970E+01
(28).3045E+01
(33).6701E+00
(38).7734E-01

(4) .1525E+02
(9) .1870E^O2
(l4).l721E+02
(19).1266E+02
(24).6830E+01
(29).2360E+01
(34).4592E+00
(39).4611E-01

(5) .1642E+02
(10).l872E+02
(15).1650E+02
(20).1151E+02
(25).5749E+01
(30).1787E-t01
(35).3064E+00
(40).2624E-01
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Argon
150 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.782 electron remaining
Slab
(1) • 1036E+02
(6) . 1227E+02
(U). 4976E+01
(16). 8056E+00
(21). 4908E-01
(26). 1161E-02
(31). 1133E-04
(36). 4864E-07
(41). 9187E-10

keV
(2) .1263E+02
(7) .1095E+02
(12).3735E+01
(17).4977E+00
(22).?499E-01
(27).4926E-03
(32).4061E-05
(37).1489E-07

(3) .1379E+02
(8) .9467E+01
(13).2699E+01
(18), 2956E+00
(23), .12261-01
(28), ,2019E-03
(33), 1409E-05
(38).4423E-08

(4) .1388E+02
(9) .7913E+01
(14).1876E+01
(19).1689E+00
(24).5793E-02
(29).7995E-04
(34).4733E-06
(39).1275E-08

(5) .1330K+02
(10).6389E+01
(15).1254E+01
(20).9280E-01
(25).2640E-02
(30).3061E-04
(35).1541E-06
(40).3561E-09

(4) .2212E+02
(9) .8061E+01
(14).8764E+00
(19).2908E-01
(24).3252E-03
(29).1363E-05
(34).2343E-08
(39).17:8E-11

(5) . 1991E+02
(10). 5703E+01
(15). 4864E+00
(20). 1287E-01
(25). 1173E-03
(30). 4086E-06
(35). 5933E-09
(40), 3850E-12

Argon
200 keV electron energy
2,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.732 electron remaining
Slab
(1) .1855E+02
(6) .1705E+02
(11).3842E+01
(16).2575E+00
(21).5458E-02
(26).4072E-04
(31).1183E-06
(36).1455E-09
(41).7863E-13

keV
(2) .2215E+02
(7) .1393E+02
(12).2465E+01
(17).1302E+00
(22).2220E-02
(27).1361E-04
(32).3310E-07
(37).3457E-10

(3) .2315E+02
(8) .1085E+02
(13).1506E+01
(18).6292E-01
(23).8669E-03
(28).4386E-05
(33).8953E-08
(38).7962E-11
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Argon
250 keV electron energy
2,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.787 electron remaining
Slab
(1) • 1571E+02
(6) . 1975E+02
(U). 97'49E+01
(16). 2231E+01
(21). 2132E+00
(26). 8420E-02
(31). 1425E-03
(36). 1086E-05
(41). 3638E-08

keV
(2) .1906E+02
(7) .1810E+02
(12).7757E+01
(17).1498E+01
(22).1198E+00
(27).3979E-02
(32).5718E-04
(37).3736E-06

(3) .2102E+O2
(8) .1617E+02
(13).5976E+01
(18).9709E+00
(23).6499E-01
(28).1818E-02
(33).2223E-04
(38).1248E-06

(4) .2147E+02
(9) .1405E+02
(14).4454E+01
(19).6071E+00
(24).3404E-01
(29).8039E-03
(34).8379E-05
(39).4049E-07

(30).3440E-03
(35).3062E-05
(40).1271E-07

(4) .1992E+02
(9) .1706E+02
(14).9393E+01
(19).3059E+01
(24).5221E+00
(29).4407E-01
(34).1824E-02
(39).3753E-04

(5) .2023E+02
(10).1568E+02
(15).7864E+01
(20).2268E+01
(25).3372E+00
(30).2467E-01
(35).8867E-03
(40).1569E-04

(5) .2094E+02
(10).1188E+02
(15).3208E+01
(20).3663E+0IJ

(25).17221-01

Argon
300 keV electron energy
2,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.792 electron remaining
Slab
(1) .1365E+02
(6) .1995E+02
(ll).1418E+02
(16).6439E-f01
(21).1637E+01
(26).2116E+00
(31).1342E-01
(36).4192E-03
(41).5713E-05

keV
(2) .1667E+02
(7) .1925E+02
(12).1260E+02
(17).5150E+01
(22).1150E+01
(27).1291E+O0
(32).7098E-02
(37).1928E-03

(3) .1879E+02
(8) .1826E+02
(13).1099E+02
(18).4020E+01
(23).7859E+00
(28).7651E-01
(33).3649E-02
(38).S628E-04
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Argon
400 keV electron energy
2,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.802 electron remaining
Slab
(1) • 1067E+02
(6) . 1830E+02
(U). 1725E+02
(16). l,n2E+02
(21). 8371E+01
(26). 3940E+01
(31). 1266E+01
(36). 2577E+00
(41). 2221E-01

keV
(2) .1381E+02
(7) .1355E+02
(12).1661E+02
(17).1237E+02
(22).7391E+01
(27).3246E+01
(32).9.,)70E+00
(37).1764E+00

(3) .1507E+02
(8) .1849E+02
(13).1589E+02
(18).1138E+02
(23).6446E+01
(28).2632E4-01
(33).7099E+00
(38).1178E+00

(4) .1677E+02
(9) .1822E+02
(14).l509E+02
(19).1038E+02
(24).5548E+01
(29).2099E+01
(3'0.51b5E+00
(39).7598E-01

(5) .17 70E+02
(10).17. 0E+02
(15).1423E+02
(20).9373E+01
(25).4710E+01
(30).1645E+C1
(.35).3685E+00
(40).4570E-01

(4) .2082E+02
(9) .5188E+01
(14).3608E+00
(19).7776E-02
(24).5953E-04
(29).1829E-06
(34).2489E-09
(39^.1622E-12

(5) .1754E+02
(10).3364E+01
(15).1831E+00
(20).3175E-02
(25).2007E-04
(30).5202E-07
(35).6075E-10
(40).3438E-13

Krypton
200 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.652 electron remaining
Slab
(1) • 1971E+02
(6) . 1398E+02
(11). 2073E+01
(16). 8880E-01
(21). 1245E-02
(26). 6527E-05
(31). 1433E-07
(36). 1440E-10
(41). 6835E-14

keV
(2) .2344E+02
(7) .1058E+02
(12).1215E+01
(17).4117E-01
(22).4693E-03
(27).2051E-05
(32).3S2rT-08
(37).3319E-11

(3) .2317E+02
(8) .7603E+01
(13).6783E+00
(18).1828E-01
(23).1703E-03
(28).6228E-06
(33).9906E-09
(38).7438E-12
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Krypton
300 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.659 electron remaining
Slab
(1) • 1492E+02
(6) . 1946E+02
(U). 1090E+02
(16). 3609E+01
(21). 6519E-rOO
(26). 6212E-01
(31). 3140E-02
(36). 8629E-04
(41). 1110E-05

keV
(2) .1906E+02
(7) .1303E+02
(12).9139E+01
(17),2695E+01
(22).4289E+00
(27).3595E+00
(32).l605E-02
(37).3918E-04

(3) .206'4E+02
(8) .1637E+02
(13).7498E+01
(18).1963E+01
r23).2750E+00
(:8).2029E-01
(33).8010E-03
(38).1738E-04

(4) .2105E+02
(9) .1457E+02
(14).6016E+01
(19).1395E+01
(24).1718E+00
(29)J.117E-01
(34).3902E-03
(39).7513E-05

(5) .205KE+02
(10) .1273E+02
(15) .4715E+01
(20) .9658E+00
(25) . 1046E+00
(30) .5995E-02
(35) .1857E-03
(40) .31i8E-05

Krypton
400 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.670 electron remaining
Slab
(1) .1202E+02
(6) .1950E+02
(ll).1585E+02
(16).1015E+02
(21).4989E+01
(26).1771E+01
(31).4349E+00
(36).7197E-01
(41).4974E-02

keV
(2) .1626E+02
(7) .1915E+02
(12).1477E+02
(17).9016E+01
(22).4170E+01
(27).1379E+01
(32').3134E+00
(37).4768E-01

(3) .1775E+02
(8) .1855E+02
(13).1364E+02
(18).7917E+01
(23).3438E+01
(28).1057E+01
(33).2223E+öO
(38).3086E-01
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(4) .1902E+02
(9) .1778E+02
(14).1248E+02
(19).6872E+01
(24).2796E+01
(29).7936E+00
(34).1552E+00
(39).1923E-01

(5) .1950E+02
(10).1686E+02
(15).1132E+02
(20).5892E+01
(25).2241E+01
(30).5939E+00
(35).1066E+00
(40).1110E-01

.TO"*"-^,*,..

Xenon
200 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.582 electron remaining
keV

Slab
(I) • 3092E+02
(6) . 7786E+01
(11). 2052E+00
(16). 1172E-02
(21). 1987E-05
(26;. 1224E-08
(31). 3150E-12
(36). 3757E-16
(41). 2209E-20

(2) .3227E+02
(7) .4343E+01
(12).8153E-01
(17).3579E-03
(22).4887E-06
(27).2503E-09
(32).5485E-13
(37).5665E-17

(3) .2669E+02
(8) .2245E+01
(13).3058E-01
(18).1043E-03
(23).1156E-06
(28).4950E-10
(33).9267E-14
(39).8313E-18

(4) .1947E+02
(9) .1080E+01
(14).1086E-01
(19),2907E-04
(24).2632E-07
(29).9471E-11
(34).1520E-14
(40).1188E-18

(5) .1287E+02
(10).4861E+00
(15).3659E-02
(20).7761E-05
(25).5778E-08
(30>.1755E-11
(35).2424E-15
(41).1654E-19

Xenon
300 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-cm slab thickness
0.577 electron remaining
keV

Slab
(1)

■.2536E+02

(6) .1933E+02
(U) .4101E+01
(16) .3204E+00
(21) .9785E-02
(26) .1271E-03
(31) .7640E-06
(36) .22S2E-08
(41) .3370E-11

(2) .2981E+02
(7) .1537E+02
(12).2665E+01
(17).1715E-t-00
(22).4383E-02
(27).4850E-04
(32^.252^-06
(37).6597E-09

(3) .2943E+02
(8) .U74E+02
(13).1664E+01
(18).8844E-01
(23).1899E-02
(28).1795E-04
(33).8092E-07
(38).1860E-09
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i

(5) .2331E+02
(10).6063E+01
(15).5767E+00
(20).2111E-01
(25).3232E-03
(30).2252E-05
^35).769bE-08
(3f).5U31-lO (40).1368E-10

(4) .2690E+02
(9) .8610E+01
(14).9988E+00
(19).4398E-01
(24).7960E-03
(29).6451E-05
(34).2529E-07

I

Xenon
400 keV electron energy
1,000 torr-ctn slab thickness
0.584 electron remaining
keV

Slab
(1)

■,2174E+02

(6) ..2455E+02
(IIV.1183E+0:
(16V.3270E+01
(21) .4918E+00
(26) .3946E-01
(31) .1710E-02
(36) .4114E-04
(41)..4785E-06

(2) .2720E+02
(7) .2214E+02
(12).9584E+01
(17).2353E+01
(22).3122E+00
(27).2211E-01
(32).8499E-03
(37).1824E-04

(3) .2837E+02
(3) .1955E+02
(13).7588E+01
(18).1652E+01
(23).1933E+00
(28).1209E-01
(33).4126E-03
(38).7908E-05

(4) .2802E+02
(9) .1689E+02
(14).5870E+01
(19).1131E+01
(24).1167E+00
(29).6453E-02
(34).1957E-03
(39).3346E-05

(5) .2658E+02
(10).1429E+02
(15).4435E+01
(20).7554E+00
(25).6871E-01
(30).3362E-02
(35).9075E-04
(40).1362E-05
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"igure 0.

Calcu seed deposited ener?- as a function of depth for
a 200 kcV incident electron.
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Figure P.

Calculated deposiced energv as a function of depth for |
300 keV incident electron.
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Figure Q.

Calculated deposited energy as a function of depth for
400 keV incident electron.
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I USER STTOIES ON HIGH-CmENT 50 M SUB
METAL BAUDS

Introduction
k lars.

0ur

h..««. of *» mM«h »-focc3 ,« NRL's User *r.l«

,««. .««.. -ve ««»»«- « "» "" M. MU«. Users „.ere

.«Ut«.U. .PPro-CUn, 7-. h.v.

heen

«.It»*

However, .he IT, wave-

U.,«,. .. Chese Users sre s^eci.es ^«.t««. ^ "«» <P^ —
«, so eUher:
Ram.„

» n-to-rUlhU .««»I« schemes, .«rt es .t^U.-

Sc.r.ertng. »., he use. to «.^tt» «irh *, rare .as h.U.es

„ „ new vtsihU Users «.t he found.

ThU sectlou descrihes our

.«„,. .0 deve^p ue,- aud .«t.l«. Users fro» ft. haUdes .. the ,1.
metals:

mercurv. cadmium aad zinc.

p.beam Excitation of Cadmium
l8

„, U.. «P«t. the optical and «netio properties of the

„cenf.y ohserved HgCl laser „-ere discussed.

At that ti»e. it «as

mm* amf>^ l^ser depends on ion-ion
pointed out that since the e-hear., pumped H,,t 1 laser
p
«^IMtl«. for formation of the MCI*«) state, the effic.enc. is
1OT,

However, with c.dmU«, the stron, possihilitr for neutral rare

,„ metastahle to excited cadmium transfer exists.
M

.

In particular:

.

(I)

Ulustr.tes the advanta.e of Cd over HS in this respect.

no

«^*r*-*..."..-».tf-»l

Ihe Cd

.

levels are in close coincidence
the 53P
states.

. levels of Cd lie

(50

tm1) with the

3

P. state of Xe and

within the Xe^ molecular manifold of

This is in contrast to Hg where no suitable energy matchup

exists.
Consequentlv, in the last six months, the heated cell that was
built for the m high current 50 ns gun Ins been further modified to
accommodate the higher temperatures (500-6000O required to obtain 1-5
torr of Cd. The major improvement in cell performance came from installing
re-entrant quartz windows.

This eliminates the need for externallv heat-

ing the windows with heating tapes and improves the homog-neitv of the
metal vapor-rare gas mixture.

Secondly, the interior of the laser cell

was coated with chrome to avoid reaction of the cadmium with the stainless steel walls.

Also, more heating rods were installed ^see last

report, p. 64^ to improve the uniformity of the cell's temperature.
Temperature cycling of the e-beam foil remains a problem, however, and
so the cell was re-machined to accept larger bolts to more fully compress
the aluminum gaskets.

We also plan in the near future to attempt to^ld

the foil to the cell bodv which would eliminate a major obstacle to the
reliable high temperature operation of the cell.
Since the completion of these modifications, several electron beam
pumping experiments with cadmium have been conducted.

When 2000 torr

Ar/250 torr Xe/cadmtum mixtures at - 400OC are irradiated with the electron beam, strong Cd atomic emission on the 5*1 - 53P series at ~ 350 nm
and the 63S - 53P series at - 500 nm is observed.

This behavior is con-

3istent with Xe,' - Cd (53D or 63P^ energy transfer and subsequent Cd
radiative transfer.

Although the CdVü levels are not shorn in Fig.
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fc.

Tl

i|iilllTilMHT«n»

*(■:•

V

chay also Ue Ln closn proxtmUv to the Xe7
rherefore, Che proposed Xe

■♦ Cd

vlbrattonal

levels.

excttacLun scheme appears Co be

'" 3
suLtable for Che producClon of Cd (5 ?) «corns.
Subsequent co Chese experiments, attempts to observe CdX
cence (X - Cl, Br.

fluores-

1.) were made usLng Ar/XCl/Cd/CCl^ or 111. mixtures.

These attempts were unsuccessful, however, ■ucgtttln| that at die high
temperatures used In these experiments, reaction of Cd with the halogen
donor to form CdX0 occurred rapidly and cartalnlv before the e-be«m could
be fired.

Therefore, we plan to convert In the near future to a

lowing

system whereby the halogen donor and rare gases would be premlxed and
passed over hot Cd and Immediately admitted to the laser cell.
Optical Pumping of CDX

by Photodlssociatlon of CDX,,

In the literature there seems to bt some uncertalntv as to the
region of Che spectrum where the lowest Ivlng staces Of Che CdX
cules (X-I, Br and Cl) can be expected to fluoresce.

mole-

Tins, of course.

Is of Importance to DARPA since It Is essential Chat fhe proposed laser
wavelengths coMcLde with an atmospheric window.

To answer this question.

quartz absorption tubes of 10-15 cm length and - 2.5 cm o.d. were constructed and filled with several mg of either Q4lj or CdCl, and 100 torr
helium. The cells were then placed In in oven, heaced Co " 400 C and
Irradiated with L93 nm emission from a discharge-pumped ArF laser.

For

Cdl , above 350OC Intense, deep red fluorescence with peak fluorescence
at \ - 650 nm was observed,

Although superradlant laser emission was

not observed, It Is felt that optically pumped oscillation could be
obtained with the Installation of an optical cavltv,

This has not been

done since much higher laser efficiencies will be obtained with electrical

in
■

MNHMMMMI MM

pumplag and so future work will be concentrated in this area,

in con-

clusion, the electron beam heated cell has been modified to successfully
contain homogeneous mixtures at Ar/Xe/Cd at temperatures in the 400OC
range.

Irradiation of these mixtures has produced strong Cd

in agreement with the proposed XeM -> Cd* excitation scheme.

emission,
A flowing

gas svstem is being constructed to permit CdX*^ state fluorescence and
laser studies.

ArF laser excitation of Cdl, and CdCl, has shown that

the B ■* X bands of both Ul

and CdCl* emit most stronglv in the 640 -

670 nm range.
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Partial schematic energy level diagrams for xenon, mercury
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QUENCHING OF Ba( V)

In a previous N*L experlme.t, high densities of Ba 6S6p { f)
«t«. were observed La a Ba

+

N.O flame.

It was conjectured that

laser action could be achieved between the 6s6p (lP^ and the 6s5d
(^ levels of Ba if the metastable ih) level could be quenched
quickly enough.

The radiative lifetime of the m has not been

reported, but should be longer than one second.

During this reporting

period experiments have been conducted to measure the quenching rates

of Ba(lD) by ^>

C0

'

H

2 'V

and C

V

The approach to this experiment is a technique using two collinear
beams of light; one to prepare the Ba atoms in the metastable state
by optical pumping to a high lying state and allowing radiative relaxation to the metastable state, and the other to probe the metastable
state population by absorption.

In this experiment the 6p5d (lf) level

(see Fig. S) was chosen to be the upper state for both the pump and
probe transitions.

Since the pump radiation is provided bv a pulsed

^ u
jo fa chp nuenchina lifetime is determined
laser and the probe beam is LW, the quencning
by the decay of the probe beam absorption after each pulse.
The apparatus used to provide Ba .tons is a vacuum flow svstem
shown schematically in Fig. T.

An alumina crucible containing the

barium metal is resistively heated by a tungsten wire "basket" to
temperatures near 1250 K. and the resulting barium vapor is entrained
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in flowing argon introduced beneath the crucible.

Typical Ar pressures

and flow rates are around 5 torr and a few cm/sec respectively.

The

quenching gas was either mixed with the Ar carrier gas or introduced
separately about 2 cm downstream from the crucible.

A commercial CW

dye laser was used as a probe beam at 582.6 nm (see Fig. S ) with
single mode operation.

For the pump beam, a source tunable to 350.1 nm

was required.
At the time, no suitable tunable laser system in the right wavelength range was known.

A program was initiated to investigate vari-

ous dyes selected on the basis of absorption and emission spectra for
use as a dye laser pumped with a KrF discharge laser.

The dyes 1, 3,

5 -Triphenylbenzene, 1, 1' - Binaphthyl, and p-terphenyl were tested,
and only the latter lased (p-terphanyl had been previously shown to
läse using a flashlamp ).

Subsequently two articles appeared in the

literature reporting p-terphenyl as a dye laser with a KrF laser optical
pump.

The tuning range of the dye was limited when a conventional
4

dye laser cavity was used, and a prism-beam-expander cavity design

was

employed to give the required tuning range and adequate resolution.

A

schematic of the cavity is shown in Fig.

U.

Despite the inherent high

loss of the cavity due to reflection from the prism face, the measured
tuning range was from 351

« to 331.0 and from 328.0 to 324.0 nm, and

there was sufficient energy at 350.1 nm to obtain stimulated radiation
in the Ba vapor from the 6p5d P to 6s5d D transition (582.6 nm).
'o far, measurements have been made on the quenching rates of
N„ and CO.

These are:

1.19 x 10"

cm /sec, and 10.6 x 10

respectively with a standard deviation of + 127o.
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cm /sec

Preliminary work on

I
H2, D2, and CH4 has been done, but more data is required to accurately
determine their quenching rates.

C02 was also tried as a quenching

gas, but was so reactive that no absorption signal could be obtained,
even when very small amounts of the gas were introduced.

Except for

the rare gases, all the gases observed so far are reactive with Ba
vapor and this puts the upper limit on the amount of gas which can be
added before the signal becomes too small to be measurable.

As was

expected the quenching rate of Argon which is used as a carrier gas, is
too small to be measured since self-quenching and impurities determine
the longest lifetime observed when only Argon is flowing.
Figure V presents the data obtained on quenching by N

.ind CO.

The

inverse of the metastable state lifetime is plotted against the partial
pressure of the quenching gas.

Data points are fitted to straight-line

graphs, and quenching rates are proportional to the slopes of the lines.
In terms of the original motivation, it seems that N2 may be a good
candidate for a quenching gas to bring about lasing between the 6s6p
( P) and the 6s5d( D) levels. Approximately one torr of N would give
1
I
the ( D) level a 1 usec lifetime which is comparable to the radiative
lifetime between the 6s6p (l?) and (S) levels.

While CO has a much

faster quenching rate, it is also much more reactive and might lower
the gain below threshold.

Both gases may be tried in the chemical

laser experiment, the value of this work is to indicate how much
quenching gas should be required.
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Schematic diagram of Ba furnace-
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partial pressures of CO and N,

